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Cha pter 1

T

he rat glared with beady black eyes at the broken man’s
approach before scurrying away into the darkness, a
lone vestige of life among the dusty bones of death.
Richard McAllister ignored the rodent’s departure and probed
the deep shadows of the tunnel ahead, a ghost given the substantive aspect of life. All was still. Faint light from the city filtered
through squares of purple glass set in the sidewalk above, revealing the subterranean remains of unhinged wooden doors, rusted
steel beams, and piles of dirt and mummified refuse. Brick from the
turn of the previous century lined the building’s wall on his left, its
windowless panes gaping maws of mystery; on his right, the retaining wall of the city street’s foundation was thick and mortared,
unyielding. Dust and aged spider webs covered all.
The drip of distant water was Richard’s only assurance that
time had not frozen altogether.
He grew more accustomed to the weak light. It had been
weeks since he had been called to the depths within which he now
stood, but it was as it had been for the twelve years he had watched
over it—a forgotten world by all save a few.
And those who existed in Annwn.
1
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Wiping sweaty palms on his dirtied jeans, Richard moved
forward to catch unaware what had entered his ward, his tightlaced boots barely a whisper on the uneven concrete floor. Despite
wearing thermal underwear and a thick flannel shirt, a chill ran
down his spine. In all the years he had guarded the city, it never
got any easier.
Richard took his time down the passage, eyes seeking, body
tense and ready for anything. He peered into every darkened
cranny. He found nothing. Something had come through at midnight though and he would not let it pass. Couldn’t. Only two
had during his tenure and he regretted those failures every day
of his life.
“Where are you?” Richard hissed.
No response came. The air was as dead as when he’d entered.
He had come into the city warrens through a door at the bottom of a staircase from the sidewalk above. With a word and a
touch the door unlocked, giving him access where others would
not go at night. The dark building embraced him as he left behind
homeless wrapped in sleeping bags, the odor of stale exhaust,
and watchful police. The world that had all but disappeared with
Seattle’s rebuilding after the Great Fire greeted him and, with the
exception of an underground tour during the day, no one ventured
here. The world of employer and employee, government and political party, kings, presidents, dictators, and subjects was left behind.
No such hierarchies existed beneath the streets. You were
either hunter or hunted—or dead. The roles changed, even the
last one at times, but they were the only ones that existed.
He gave his life to keep the two worlds separate.
He was about to turn the corner of the tunnel to continue on,
navigating the debris on what used to be Seattle’s sidewalks, when
the echo of deep voices reached him from behind.
He cursed inwardly. In his haste, he hadn’t relocked the door.
And put innocent lives in danger.
Two thin shadows separated from the gloom, hesitantly stepping into view.
“Ya down here, Rick?” White eyes gleamed from a black face
2
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bearing a scraggly beard.
“Leave, Al,” Richard growled. “You too, Walker. Now.”
“Letz git outta here, man,” Walker squeaked, his haggard pale
face smudged with dirt, his drug addiction plainly marked upon
him. “Dis place givin’ me jeebies.”
“Shuddup, Wakkah,” Al said. “You a gurl or sumthin’?”
“You do not know what you do!” Richard said firmly, moving
to escort them back to the surface, a cold sweat springing up on
his skin.
“Whatcha doin down here then?” Al questioned, ignoring
Richard and looking around. “Nuthin down here but big ole rats.
Warmah though, spose.”
Richard had almost reached them when the sharp scraping of
claws against stone chased him through the air, followed by a low,
reverberating growl. He spun, unsure of what he would find, his
eyes probing the darkness ahead for the sound’s maker. It wasn’t
evident; all appeared as it had for years. But the odor of new fog
coupled with dewy grass, purple lilacs, and vibrant growing vines
and trees filled the air, overwhelming the underground’s century
of misuse, the precursor to what he knew was coming for them.
The growl came again—nearer—painful to Richard’s ears
with its implications.
“Whatz dat?” Al warbled with fear, taking a step back.
“Get the hell out, Al!” Richard yelled, his focus fixed on the
tunnel before him.
As his order echoed throughout the underground, he caught
movement where the passage veered, a sooty smudge that grew
impossibly large as it came into their tunnel.
“Little man thingsss,” a deep voice snarled. Its features were
still hidden by the gloom. “Where do you leave to?”
“Nowhere,” Richard replied, planting himself between the
creature and the two homeless men. “And neither are you.”
A mewling hiss punctuated the air like released steam, a mocking laugh of self-assurance. Richard did not like it. The outline of
the creature became more distinct as it entered the purplish light:
broad shoulders and thickly muscled haunches, rounded head with
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stubby ears, long limbs covered in short black fur. Its large padded
paws bore it silently across the floor like a prowling tiger, each languid step filled with power. Blazing from its barreled chest was a
white mark like a crescent moon. The creature was alone; it was a
beast that hunted alone. Richard knew what it was—had fought its
kind before and had the scars to prove it—and he knew he wasn’t
going to have an easy time of it now either.
“What da fu—” Al whispered behind Richard. Frozen, Walker
sobbed.
“Shut up, both of you!”
The cat looked past Richard with keen interest. “Brought
fresssh meat, I see.”
Richard kept his gaze firm. “Begone, cait sith.”
“No weapon,” growled the creature, grinning fangs like daggers. The cat’s ears flicked at every sound as if they had minds of
their own. “You are overconfident or faithless. Both see you dead.”
“Return to your world,” Richard ordered. “This one is no longer yours.”
“And you hold no authority over me, knight.” This last word
came out as a cursing spat. “I serve—”
“A master who has no authority here.” Richard braced his need
and prepared for the inevitable. “Not any longer.”
Two pinpricks of sharp crimson light flared in the beast’s eyes,
live embers ready to consume.
“You know not who I serve, fool.”
Richard said nothing. There was nothing else to say.
But something plagued him—something not quite right. Cait
siths were cunning and intelligent but rarely spoke. They preferred
lethal action to words.
What was going on? Seconds ticked by.
The cat growled low then. “You are weak. I sense it.”
“Find out,” Richard shot back.
The cait sith’s tail flicked infuriatingly as muscles bunched in
knotted patterns beneath its black coat, its eyes never leaving those
of the man before it. A part of Richard acceded to the creature’s
insult. He was weak. He knew it. The faith needed to sustain him
4
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came and went, a light bulb with a short in its electrical wiring.
Now could be a time it went dark.
As if sensing his fears, the giant cat leapt into motion, a dark
blur of rippling fur and terrible promise. Giant paws clawed at the
concrete, its fangs bared. Gimlet eyes bore into Richard as the
hulk of muscle, bone, and fury came on.
Richard took an involuntary step back but then held his ground.
The tunnel with its dead air dropped away. The screams of Al and
Walker—even the cat’s growls—melted into a rush of white noise.
The beast and the feral gleam in its eyes were all that remained.
He reached across the tenuous fabric between the two worlds,
a call of heart that was his right—that had been bestowed upon
him by Merle many years earlier.
Nothing happened.
He barely had time to react. The cat was immediately upon
him, leaping with claws extended. Richard dove to the side, letting
the beast fly past, his scream of fear mixed with defiance inhuman
in his own ears. Searing pain flared to life along his left arm as he
spun like a top from the slashing assault, knocking him backward
and to his knees. He gritted his teeth and in a fluid motion turned
to again confront his foe.
The cait sith bounded through a window in the brick building,
melting into blackness.
Al and Walker cowered fifteen feet away—the former with a
crazed look while the latter continued to weep.
A rumbling laugh filled the underground.
“Weak knight,” his enemy mocked, gone from view. “I was told
you would be. I will drag your corpse back with me through the
portal as a trophy.”
Richard straightened, still on his knees. He would not fail. Not
while his only friends had need. Ribbons of liquid fire ran along his
arm, soaking his shirt, but he barely felt the wound. A white-hot
pressure arose inside, quick and sustaining, coming from the depths
of his chest, mind, and even from without. It blossomed as a tingling
sensation and spread outward into his limbs. The pain dulled; the
shock disappeared. It was not anger or vengeance that came over
5
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him. It was the calm that came with the Yn Saith’s service—giving
up his own desires to protect others.
He reached back into the other world.
Where empty air had filled his hand a moment earlier, Arondight materialized into existence, the hilt and blade of the broadsword marked with ancient druidic runes, its length smooth and
polished, the silver filigreed handle cool under his grip.
Magic encased him like an invisible armor and sent azure fire
through his being.
Fearing the change in their friend, Al and Walker backed away.
“Don’t move!” Richard screamed, regaining his feet.
It was too late.
As the homeless men passed a derelict window, the cait sith
burst through the opening to kill.
With a thought, Richard struck, the runes flaring to life and
blue fire lancing from Arondight. The magic hammered the creature in midair, tossing it aside like a doll before it could reach the
men. It crashed to the heavy stone floor, howls of pain and anger
filling the tunnel.
Back on its paws before its burning fur was extinguished, it
charged Richard instead, knowing its true enemy.
Richard brought his power to bear. Blinding fire filled the passage again. The cait sith dodged it, faster and more nimble this
time, and with a great leap pummeled him against the brick wall
with its immensity.
Richard collided with jarring force, his eyes darkening for a
second. The cait sith was on him, tearing. Gritting his teeth against
the pain, Richard kept his focus on the sword before him, keeping
the fire that ran along its length between himself and his foe, a
protective shield of his soul’s making.
The cat tried to fight through the defense even as its fur singed,
the reek of burning flesh thick and pungent. Despite its ferocity,
the cait sith’s raking claws and fangs could not break through
Richard’s magic. It pressed inward, the glare from its maddened
red eyes burning into him; it would not let him free and would die
to see him destroyed.
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But even as Richard was protected, his strength waned. The
called fire took a toll on him physically and emotionaly, sapping
his strength.
He had to end this.
The cat was nearly close enough to rend Richard’s neck when
its head suddenly jerked as if struck from behind. The creature’s
weight left the knight.
Behind the cait sith, Al stood, his black skin glossy with sweat,
conviction raging in his eyes. In his grimy hands, a long, heavy
pipe was poised for another strike.
“Get off ’im, devil,” Al screamed, swinging again.
Enraged, the cat knocked the pipe from Al’s hands and
pounced, leaving Richard free. The homeless man’s screams soon
changed from anger to the anguish of one being torn apart.
It gave Richard the freedom he needed. He sent Arondight’s
fire raging into the back of the beast with all the magic he carried
within, his anger fueling his power. It knocked the cat off the helpless man and slammed it against the thickly mortared wall.
The hollow crack of breaking bones filled the passage.
Richard was on the beast in a moment, a surge of certainty giving him strength. With the tip of his blade, he pinned the creature
to the rubble at its neck but Richard knew it could not feel the
heat or the blood he drew. The cat had broken vertebrae. It was
no longer a threat.
Behind him, Al wept in agony, his clothing rent and bloodied.
“I’ll make this quick, cat,” Richard grated. “Why did you come
through the portal?”
“Too late,” the cait sith wheezed. It bled from dozens of
wounds, and most of its chest and forelegs had been reduced to
smoldering flesh. Its right hind leg twitched weakly. “You failed.
The death rattle of your faith in the Word is beyond you. Behold.”
Richard followed the cat’s eyes. Where the stairway to the
city above began, four furtive shapes not much larger than robins
flew in the shadows around the rusted pipes of the arched ceiling.
Instinctively, Richard cast fire toward them. The tiny beings rushed
forward, chittering with sudden fright. Lagging behind, the last
7
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creature burst into flame as if doused in kerosene.
The rest escaped. They would be in Seattle proper within
moments.
Fairies.
The cait sith had been a decoy.
“Where do the bastards go?” Richard rasped, twisting the
blade’s tip deeper into the cat’s neck. “What is their intent?”
“Go to your hell, knight,” the cat spat.
“I’m already in it,” Richard growled.
He sent magic coursing down through the weapon, surging
into the immobilized creature. One moment the cait sith was there;
the next, it was reduced to smoldering ash and dust. It didn’t make
a sound. All that remained was a large blackened scorch mark on
the floor.
Richard probed the surrounding warrens. Sensing nothing
else had come through the gateway, he let Arondight and its fire
evaporate into nothing.
He turned, feeling decades older than he had fifteen minutes
earlier. His left arm ached and, remembering what the cat had
done to it, he inspected his slashed checkered shirt. The claws had
cut his bicep deep; his arm still bled but it was slowing, the flesh
around the wounds angry and hot to the touch. He grimaced. He
would take care of it as best he could for the night, and the next
day visit the bookstore to have it looked at properly.
Behind him, Al clutched at his abdomen as he lay in the middle
of the passage; yards away, Walker rocked back and forth, his arms
crossed over his chest, reduced to the timidity of a four-year-old.
“Dat ting,” Al whispered as Richard knelt. “What was—”
“It was nothing,” Richard answered, peeling back the black
man’s clothing to view the bloodied shreds of flesh. The cat had
sliced him to his ribs but he would live. “That was a brave thing
you did, Al,” Richard acknowledged. “I won’t forget it.”
“I won’t evah,” Al said through clenched teeth, beads of sweat
gathering on his brow.
“Walker, get over here,” Richard ordered.
The drug user’s eyes refocused suddenly, and with palpable
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uncertainty he also knelt next to Al, never deviating his gaze from
Richard. He kept hugging himself. “What are yeh, Rick?”
“I’m your friend,” Richard said sadly.
Before Al or Walker could say anything more, Richard grabbed
their wrists.
Both of the men’s faces slackened; their anguish and dread
became Richard’s. He went deep into their minds, where their
memory existed. He reduced the last half hour to an alleyway
knife fight with drug dealers, ordered Walker to help Al find the
nearest police officer for medical attention, and demanded they
never enter the underground world of Old Seattle again.
He watched the destitute men slowly leave, Al on his drugaddicted friend’s shoulder, their horrific night erased and their
eyes glazed as though they had just been hypnotized.
Richard wished he could be more like them.
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W

ith dawn lighting overcast skies and his arm throbbing feverishly, Richard unlocked the door to Old
World Tales and entered the bookstore on silent,

uninvited feet.
No alarms screamed, no warnings sounded. Instead the oldfashioned bell tinkled in welcome as he closed the door. Richard
adjusted to the dark; the store had not changed in his absence.
Two windows displayed antique volumes, their wares cloaked
behind sable blinds during closed hours. On the right, a counter
supported the register; to his left, plush chairs surrounded a table
bearing a chessboard. Rows of oak shelves vanished to the rear of
the store, holding thousands of books. At the back of the shop, a
set of stairs ventured to the owner’s hidden apartment above.
An open cage hung from the ceiling. Within, Arrow Jack rested
peacefully upon his perch, the merlin asleep despite the intrusion.
The familiar odor of smoked tobacco lingered, comforting and
haunting at the same time.
He suddenly hated how weak he felt in returning once again.
“You should have come earlier,” a familiar dry voice whispered.
Richard froze, suddenly unsure. All but invisible in the dark10
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ness, the faint outline of a figure shifted in one of the chairs. White
light suddenly flared, blinding for a moment, before the table
lamp revealed an old man with a short white beard clinging to a
face lined by age. Icy blue eyes bore into Richard’s own, the gaze
weighted from a man privy to all, but who shared none himself.
In his hand he cradled an unlit pipe carved with swirling runes, an
affectation Richard knew was never far from its bearer.
“I couldn’t come earlier, Merle,” Richard stated. “Work to be
done.”
“I know,” the other said. “You do realize, though, wounds notwithstanding, the role you fulfill cannot be done if you are dead.”
A wave of intense annoyance crested within Richard.
“Maybe you should stop trying to control the world.”
Myrddin Emrys tamped fresh tobacco from a purse into the
bowl of his pipe and lit it. The odor of cherry and vanilla intensified.
“It was genuine care, Richard.”
“You knew I would come here tonight.”
“I suspected,” Merle said, pulling on his pipe and emitting a
cloud of smoke. “And I knew I must be ready. Some things are
more important than a warm bed, even at this hour.” He gestured
at one of the chairs. “Please, Richard, long months have passed
since we last spoke. Sit with me.”
Richard nearly balked at the invitation; he wished to receive aid
for his arm and nothing more. He instead took a seat across from
the bookstore owner, a chess match in mid-play between them.
“What came through?”
“A cait sith,” Richard said. “Killed it. But not before three fairies
slipped by.”
“Hmm, fairies,” Merle said. “Mischievous creatures.”
“The cait sith was a decoy.”
Merle frowned. “How so?”
Richard explained what had transpired hours earlier in the
ruins of Old Seattle. Merle did not interrupt but smoked his pipe
dead while listening, intent on the knight and what he related.
“The war between the fey and the Word of the Church has
ever been rife with passion and thoughtlessness, and each new
11
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battle begins without clear indication of who has renewed it. Even
in the most peaceful of decades, one grievance gives rise to retaliation,” Merle said finally, shaking his head. “The cait sith’s pronouncement against the Church cannot be ignored. It is apparent
the fairies are the aggressors here in some larger plot.”
“Three fairies are barely an annoyance,” Richard said. “Hell,
the crows in Pioneer Square will probably eat them before they
cause harm.”
“True,” Merle said. “But even the smallest creature can be a
pain in the ass.”
Richard had to concede the point. In his knighted tenure as
one of the Yn Saith, he had seen the most innocent-seeming fey
threaten lives and destroy property.
Annwn and its inhabitants could never be taken lightly.
“The failure of last night may bear fruit,” Merle said. “You must
pay special care to your service in the coming months. The fairies have been sent through for a specific reason—of that you can
be sure—and while they are mostly impotent as you say, do not
forget the persuasive magic they carry.”
“It would take an idiot to fall prey to the whims of a fairy.”
“Or the cu sith that slipped by you mere months ago.”
Anger at mention of his failure rushed through Richard.
“Just be aware,” Merle said, raising placating hands. “’Tis all
I ask.”
“Who could plan this?” Richard asked, cooling. “The Morrigan? Cernunnos?”
“Or quite possibly Philip.”
Richard snorted. “Why would Plantagenet care? His crusade
is not finished.”
“The Morrigan has far more pressing quandaries to deal with
than this world, namely Philip,” Merle declared. He removed the
ash from his pipe and began to tamp fresh leaves anew. “Cernunnos has never been interested in the war, choosing to keep the
Unseelie Court in their shadows. Could be a rogue witch. Or perhaps a freed demon? Doubtful, although I suppose I should not
be so quick to dismiss such notions. Whatever the case, it must
12
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be an entity with resources unimaginable to so brazenly enter this
world with a plot—no matter how minor—and that fits Philip
above all others.”
“He should have died long ago.”
“Yes, he should have,” Merle agreed as he relit his pipe. “One
more reason to be cautious. There will come a time when what he
has acquired in Annwn will no longer serve. He will want more. It
is in the nature of such men.”
“Plantagenet would never use the fey.”
“Would he not to gain an advantage?”
Richard thought it over. He had seen such men do just that.
People in every aspect of life—whether in government, business,
religion, or even on the streets—became corrupted upon gaining power and used whoever they could to retain it. Richard had
spent years ignoring the demands of such men in the Church and
in Seattle’s homeless area known as the Bricks—and doubted it
would ever change.
Philip Plantagenet could not be ignored.
“Have the other portals seen activity?” Richard asked.
“I do not know.”
“That is not like you, Merle,” the knight said, darkening.
The old man shrugged. “Regardless, it is what it is. The other
knights have not reported activity to you, have they?”
“No. They haven’t.”
“Well then,” Merle said pointedly.
“Dammit! Don’t mince words, Merle,” Richard growled. “You
always know more than you share.”
“We have had this discussion before,” the store owner said flatly.
“And never finished it!”
“The past is for the dead,” Merle said. “The present is for the
living. That’s you.”
“Don’t spin your philosophies to mollify me, old man,” Richard
spat back. “I am beyond your games, now that I know of them.”
“The past can consume a soul, Richard. Do not let your own
destroy you.”
Richard wanted to explain that it already had.
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“I know differently,” Merle continued, as if he had heard the
knight’s thought. “You would not be so eager to attend to the portal, not so willing to put yourself in harm’s way every day for years,
if there were not a worthwhile spark still within your soul.”
Richard shifted uncomfortably, weariness from his wound
helping to rein old lingering anger. He suddenly wished he were
outside on his streets. It was hard coming into Old World Tales
and being confronted with painful memories; it was harder to hear
that Merle still believed in him. The certainty in the other’s ancient
blue eyes drove a fresh spike through his heart, easily penetrating walls he had purposefully put in place. Richard took a deep
breath. Despite the qualms he held for the bookstore owner and
how Merle made him feel, the knight had not come to Old World
Tales to fight.
“Is there anything you can do about the fairies?” Richard asked.
“Without a Heliwr? Or you running across them? No. I am
powerless.”
“You aren’t powerless though,” Richard admonished. “Why
have you not appointed a new Heliwr?”
“It is not yet time,” Merle said simply.
The knight’s emotions boiled anew. “Well, when will it be time?”
“All things in due course, Richard,” the old man answered,
looking to the ceiling.
“That’s not good enough!”
“What is going on?!”
Richard was on his feet instantly, Arondight a call away.
Where the light of the front room met the darkness of its rear,
a boy of around twenty years old stood like a tensed creature ready
to attack—hair wild, green eyes flashing challenge. He wore only
a pair of gray sweatpants, his frame sinewy and strong. With both
hands he gripped a large hardcover book like a baseball bat, ready
to swing and strike if need be.
Richard relaxed. The youngster was no threat.
“What do you plan on doing with that?” Richard demanded.
The boy didn’t back down, but uncertainty filled his eyes.
Then Richard saw the book’s cover. A golden rose emblazoned
14
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on the leather flashed in the weak illumination, its five petals opened
and inviting readership. No title or author name could be discerned.
It was an old tome but well cared for, its cover still supple despite its
obvious age, its binding resewn by Merle numerous times.
Richard knew the book well.
“Did you just pick that book up?” he asked. “Or was it given
to you?”
The boy frowned, a fight still written on him.
“Given.”
“Relax, gentlemen. Sit, Richard,” Merle said sternly. “Nothing
to be on guard about here.”
“Are you all right, sir?” the boy questioned.
“Bran, meet Richard.”
Richard looked into the boy as he approached, surprised at
what he had initially missed. Cold, untrusting eyes. A pursed,
soured mouth. Distrust in every movement. Deeper within, a rod
of steel existed, one tempered in hellfire most would never know.
The boy had seen hard times and they had left their mark.
“I heard raised voices . . .” Bran started.
“Go back to bed,” the bookseller said. “Richard and I were discussing . . . old wounds. I am fine and you should be resting for the
work on the morrow.”
Bran hesitated, his eyes stubborn. Giving Richard a once over
and a departing frown, he vanished into the darkness of the store.
“Have a new apprentice, eh?”
“Now, Richard—”
“Don’t patronize me,” the knight said curtly. “I know you better
than you think. You do nothing without intention, invite no one
into your life you cannot use. The boy would not be here out of
charity or good will. Especially with that book. Do not believe me
daft now as you once did so long ago. And do not ruin another life
for your games.”
Arrow Jack stirred in his cage above but remained asleep.
“Actually, Richard, the boy lived on the street—like you,” the
old man countered. “I have given him a place to lay his head and
have put him to work. Mayor Dimes has treated the homeless
15
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terribly. You know that better than anyone. No, Bran is better
off now than he was a month ago when I invited him to work the
stacks.”
“Riddles within riddles,” Richard grumbled.
“I have never told a lie, Richard,” Merle said. “Ever.”
Richard gritted his teeth. Like the chess game in front of them,
Richard and Merle were in the middle of an old battle, but this one
with words. Chess was about misdirection and entrapment, making
your opponent believe an attack was imminent from a horse rather
than a conquering pawn. Merle knew how to play chess like no
other, and it showed in how he related with Richard and the other
knights; if the bookstore owner made a point to share information,
it often had consequences far beyond any surface meaning.
“I saw the book, Merle,” Richard said finally. “Don’t treat me
like a child.”
“I am completing his education. Nothing more.”
“Nothing more?” Richard scoffed.
“Just so,” the bookseller answered. “Many have read Joseph
d’Arimathe by Robert de Boron. I would think you, as an educated
and scholarly man, would appreciate trying to broaden a young
man’s mind with the larger world about us all.”
“Joseph d’Arimathe is a rare text few college professors assign to
their graduate students, let alone to a boy his age,” Richard argued.
“There is only one reason you’d give him that book and it has
nothing to do with a lack of quality education.”
“For a learned man, you assume much,” Merle stated, his eyes
darkening.
Richard snorted, unable to hide his derision. No matter what
Merle said, the story of Joseph of Arimathea was not common
reading. Considered a minor literary work in Arthurian lore, it
recounted how a man of some import and wealth named Joseph
watched the centurion Longinus pierce the side of the crucified
Jesus Christ with a lance to discover if He was dead. The Bible
accounted blood and water spilled forth, but later de Boron wrote
that Joseph caught the fluid in the cup Christ drank from at the
Last Supper. With the aid of a staff given him by God, Joseph fled
16
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the Holy Land with his family, made his way to Britain where he
kept safe what would become known as the Holy Grail, and helped
Christianize the Misty Isles by founding Glastonbury Abbey.
Since most of it was cannibalized by later Arthurian writings,
no one had reason to read Joseph d’Arimathe.
Except those who needed to know the history of the Heliwr.
“If your intentions toward the boy are truly only altruistic,
what kind of work does he do in the stacks?”
“He helps me about the store,” Merle said, shrugging. “Does
what you once did.”
“And look how that turned out.”
Merle leaned forward, his eyes softening. “I know our past has
never made our present an easy one to naviga—
“Do not lecture,” Richard interrupted sharply.
“I will,” Merle insisted. “What you do not know has always
hindered your judgment, especially where I am concerned. That
will change with time, sooner than you think, I wager. That I know
to be true, Richard McAllister.”
It was Richard’s turn to be quiet. He did not trust Merle, no
matter his sincerity. Merle had a résumé full of completed machinations, ones that had wounded innocent people—like Richard—
in their execution. The bookseller had always attempted to control
events around the world for the betterment of mankind. Yet every
attempt yielded casualties of the body, heart, and mind. For the
old man to directly make such a bold statement about Richard’s
immediate future left the knight feeling more leery than ever.
When Merle began telling Richard unveiled truth, the knight
would give him the benefit of the doubt. Until then, he would keep
the wizened man away from his heart.
And maybe not even then.
“My own counsel will I keep,” Richard said finally.
“As you should,” Merle said, gaining his feet and placing his
pipe back in his pocket. “Now, shall I have a look at that arm? Or
should I let you keep bleeding into those filthy, stained clothes?”
Richard followed Merle into the depths of Old World Tales.
The knight didn’t say a word.
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W

ith the alley shadows draped about him, Richard
waited like a wraith for its prey, and watched the
light of Old World Tales wink out.
The boy did not immediately appear.
No one was about. The late rush hour had finished, tourists
had gone, the fall sun had set long before. After Richard left the
bookstore in the early morning, he had spent the day walking the
dirty streets of Pioneer Square, searching for any sign of the fairies. He had found no trace; the tiny fey creatures were adept at
hiding. Every flight of fallen leaves, every furtive movement the
crows made, drew his attention. But no matter where he looked,
the fairies were nowhere to be discovered.
It left him disconcerted but there wasn’t much he could do.
Now he took a deep breath and shifted in the gloom, wincing.
The arm Merle had bandaged still ached but the infection was
already dissipating. The bookseller’s administrations had hurt like
hell, and Richard had gritted his teeth throughout them. But he
knew by the next morning he would be greatly healed.
Even though it galled Richard to admit it, Merle was still deft
at his craft.
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Just when the knight was about to give up his vigil and head
to his alley bed, the door to the darkened bookstore opened. Bran
emerged into the night.
Richard stood still, watching.
The boy locked the door behind him. He wore a dark sweater
and jeans, his hair as wild as in the morning. At first Bran did not
move. Then with furtive eyes scanning his surroundings, he hiked
a brown knapsack upon his shoulder and moved southward along
First Avenue.
Richard separated from the gloom and followed.
The knight kept at a safe distance, thinking. Myrddin Emrys
was a sneaky old bastard. He never made a choice that did not
suit his ends. The boy had some role to play in Merle’s plans, and
Richard could not—would not—let another innocent become a
pawn. Richard no longer cared if the old man had a well-intentioned purpose or not; the knight had witnessed firsthand what
that meant and wished it on no other.
He would learn all he could about the new worker for Old
World Tales.
And decide how best to progress with Merle.
Never deviating from the shadows, Richard watched Bran cut
deeper into the heart of Pioneer Square. The knight hung back far
enough to not be observed but close enough to keep up. He had
no trouble; he knew every street, alley, and niche. The tall spire
of Smith Tower lorded overhead, its white stucco gleaming, the
light at its apex blazing amethyst over blocks of squat brick buildings. The night was mostly silent. As the boy avoided those leaving
bars and traveled deeper into the Bricks, Richard passed bundles
of sleeping bags, blankets, and flattened cardboard jammed into
almost-hidden spaces. Homeless addicts, the mentally handicapped, criminals—or worse—they were the underbelly of a city
that largely disdained them.
No matter the new clothing he now wore, Richard had a great
deal in common with the denizens of the Bricks.
The self-contempt he carried in his heart made it so.
Within the bowels of the building he walked passed, the portal
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to Annwn thrummed, a reminder of his duty and why he tracked
Bran. Pioneer Square was the oldest part of Seattle, but in 1889 a
great fire had decimated it, giving the city council of the time an
opportunity to improve it in the rebuild. It had originally been built
upon tide flats that flooded twice daily; as a way to fix the problem
of backed-up sewage, the council decided to sluice a nearby hill into
the flats and raise Seattle above Puget Sound. The business owners
could not wait for the project to finish before reconstructing their
stores, resulting in thick buffering walls between the buildings and
the dirt. The entrances to the businesses soon vanished beneath
the modern-day street level.
The ruins below Richard’s feet were what used to be the first
floor of Old Seattle.
Much later, the portal to Annwn had been placed there where
few ventured, a concrete defensive cap encasing the entry into this
world from the fey one.
Richard exhaled sadly. He had watched over the portal for
years, ever since graduate school. It felt like a lifetime ago, and the
memories he carried seemed to be those of an entirely different
man—one who had dreamed, hoped, and loved.
Merle had destroyed all of those things.
Bran turned down Second Avenue and passed Waterfall Garden Park, remaining in the shadows as much as possible. The boy
was being careful, but for what reason? Was he on an errand of
import for Merle? Or was he on his own after-hour venture?
“Come on, kid,” the knight whispered. “What are you doing?”
As if hearing Richard, Bran paused, head tilted like a wolf
catching a scent.
And then disappeared.
Richard blinked in shock. He pressed himself into obscurity,
unsure of what had just happened.
One moment Bran had been in clear sight.
The next, the boy had vanished.
Long minutes passed.
Richard peered deeper into the gloom where Bran had last stood.
Two buildings sat next to one another. No alley existed between
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them, no doorway he could discern. Nothing presented itself.
The knight was about to investigate when movement stopped
him. Two police officers walked out of an alleyway farther down
from where Bran had vanished. They were young men, new to the
force, Richard wagered, placed on night shift in one of the darkest
parts of Seattle. They spoke in hushed tones as they passed where
Bran had been and beyond where Richard hid, laughing at some
shared joke before entering the next block.
After the cops had strolled on, Bran reappeared as if by magic
and traveled on.
Richard frowned, curious, and approached the spot where the
boy had disappeared. A gap not a foot wide separated the two
buildings, a tiny enough space for Bran to hide from the police.
Smart lad, Richard thought.
The knight followed anew, knowing to be more careful. Richard had never seen Bran in Seattle but the boy knew the Bricks
well. Bran had to have come from the derelict and disenfranchised
part of a different city.
The Bricks changed, became darker, the distance between
the street lamps increasing even as the buildings fell into greater
disrepair. Richard kept alert. Pioneer Square could hide any number of evils and become a dangerous wild creature if one was not
careful once the sun had gone down. Bran did not seem to mind
the change, never deviating from his direct path, and he crossed
into an empty parking lot where two buildings joined to form a
bordering ell.
An orange light glowed ahead, fighting against the night.
Richard slowed and angled to get a better view. At the base
where the two buildings met, a small fire flickered lowly. Specters in ragged clothing huddled around it, unmoving, stealing the
flaming light and its warmth. The scene was muted like a cemetery in winter.
Bran walked straight toward the group.
Richard hung back.
The boy approached without hesitancy. He was only a few feet
from them before a gaunt man turned, the hint of a downtrodden
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soul peering from black eyes that lit up in greeting. Then the others
turned—two bearded older men, a stringy-haired blonde woman
with palsied hands that shook like Walker’s, and a round black
man—and all welcomed Bran with smiles and warm words.
Richard frowned. He did not know these particular homeless.
Bran unslung his pack, withdrew tinfoil-wrapped objects that
glinted in the weak firelight, and tossed them to the group. Some
of the homeless tore into their offering; a few came over and patted
Bran on the back first.
It could only be one thing, Richard thought.
Food.
Bran sat with them for a few minutes, embracing their reverence and the fire, before saying his farewells and leaving. Richard
sank back into his shadows; he was unwilling to confront the boy
just yet. The streets were tough and he didn’t know enough about
Bran. The harsh conditions forced homeless men and women to
form bonds of kinship out of a necessity to survive. Despite Richard choosing to live a life alone, he still relied on others like Al
and Walker, people who—like him—endured through collective
companionship. The knight found it curious that Bran, at such a
young age, had developed such selfless responsibility for others.
It meant the lad had been on the streets a long time and knew
these people well before joining Merle at Old World Tales.
Bran walked through the gloom as he had before, furtively
careful. He did not return the way he had come. Richard watched
him take a corner on the far side of the lot and disappear, on his
way to a different part of the Bricks.
The knight was about to follow when his instincts screamed.
He froze and waited.
The itch at the back of his consciousness grew, a preternatural
warning given life. The knight looked about. Nothing presented
itself, but he knew better. Someone or something was watching,
and the prying eyes held ill intentions. He had been in his role
long enough to know the difference. But Richard did not know if
it came from the fairies, the police, or another entity entirely. It did
not feel alien—just angry, watchful.
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He moved from his place of hiding, frowning darkly and peering into every crevice he passed as if it held a snake. Naught became
apparent. He was a match for anything that might appear, but he
would not be careless. To be so could lead to death. Arondight
thrummed just beneath his skin, always a thought away from materializing, the ancient sword an assurance against being attacked by
even the most formidable opponents.
If his life were in danger, he would have no qualms calling the
blade into being.
But the night continued to hide its spy.
Bran visited two more groups, none of which Richard knew.
The boy gave more food away until his pack was limply crumpled.
The knight watched him, keeping his other eye on whatever pursued them from the shadows. Nothing presented itself. No matter
what tracked the two, Merle’s assistant seemed to be unaware of
it as he aided those who were not as fortunate in life as he had
become.
Richard stepped into the light to catch up to Bran, to confront
the lad and notify him of the danger he was in from Merle and
whatever watched from the shadows, when a sound came on the
chilly air that stopped him short.
It was a chittering Richard knew well.
The knight sank deeper into the night, watching. He did not
have to wait long. The hum came again, more urgent and excited
this time, whirring overhead from several directions at once. Richard kept quiet. He watched to differentiate whom the buzzing
creatures were after.
“Come get some,” Richard whispered.
The shadows dropped like stones but not toward the knight.
Instead they went for Bran, too colorful to be bats. His worst
assumptions about the boy made clear, Richard scowled.
The fairies had found their prey.
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B

ran Ardall strode through the vacant, dilapidated streets
in the area he now knew as the Bricks, the city of Seattle
hiding him beneath a mantle of darkness.
The damp avenues were like many others he had traveled.
Even though he had not lived in the city since before the death
of his parents and had never been in the Bricks to his knowledge,
Bran felt he knew Pioneer Square. Every city possessed a quarter
where the less fortunate converged—an area a bit darker but available, more run down but with a soup kitchen, perceived less clean
by the locals but with enough people to beg change from. The
name of the city did not matter. Bran had been up and down the
West Coast from place to place, but wherever he roamed he was
prepared to survive because it never changed.
He hated living in such conditions.
To be homeless was hardship he wished on no other.
It was a difficult life. Food was hard to come by. The winter
stole warmth and the summer scalded. Sleep was fitful and rarely
replenishing. Danger strolled the streets in the form of aggressive
drug dealers, meth heads, and thugs from every background, all of
whom fought for imaginary turf. Thieves were rampant; liars were
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everywhere. Despair was a tangible entity, able to kill if one let it.
Disgust from those who passed on their way to lives of importance
permeated this world, gazes of contempt left unchecked.
Bran wondered when such looks would not wound.
Now nineteen years old, Bran hoped it would no longer matter.
He had settled. Merle had given him an opportunity, looked past
the grime of the streets, and Bran planned on taking advantage of
his generosity.
Bran had been discovering what type of businesses existed in
the Bricks, when he stopped in front of Old World Tales to scan
the volumes in the windows. His father had loved books. As a nineyear-old, one of the last memories Bran had of him took place in
his father’s library, watching him pore over various tomes. Bran
could not touch them; many were quite old, bound in leather with
foreign letters stamped into the spines. When his father was not
traveling, Bran watched him closely, fascinated by what he deemed
so important.
At times, the odor of parchment and ink from that library
returned to Bran from buried memory, thick in his nose, reminding him of a past before the streets, a past when he was happy
and loved.
No matter what city he found himself in, the memory accosted
him anew when coming across a bookstore.
While staring at the books, lost in reverie, the door had
opened. A white-bearded man wearing a white collared shirt and
khaki pants stood at the entrance and breathed in the warm late
summer air before his eyes settled on Bran.
“Love books?” the man inquired.
“I do,” Bran said, nodding. “Just something about them.”
“Magic.”
“Excuse me?”
“Magic,” the old man repeated. “Nothing like a book, really.
Nothing like a book can help a person become who they have
always wanted to be. Nothing like a book can return us to our
childhood. A book can hold amazing magic.”
Bran looked at the man. Icy blue eyes penetrated deep, but his
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face held warmth and understanding.
“Looking for a way to get off the streets?”
Bran frowned. Trust was a luxury he had a hard time offering freely. Homeless rarely benefited from such unions with more
respectable members of society. But there was something different
about the man in the doorway, an innate goodness like his father
had possessed.
“You own the store then?” Bran asked.
The other smiled. “Maybe.”
“Then maybe I am looking to get off the streets.”
“My name is Merle.”
“Bran Ardall.”
Merle nodded and, pulling a pipe from his pocket, welcomed
Bran into the shop.
It had been a month since they met, the summer giving way to
fall. Bran helped in the bookstore, dusting shelves, aiding customers, cataloguing books Merle acquired, and giving Arrow Jack—a
temperamental merlin who watched with beady-eyed curiosity—
occasional freedom to hunt outdoors. At times Merle also disappeared for days, leaving Bran in charge; it was that kind of trust
that made Bran respect Merle all the more. The owner had one
condition only—read the books he supplied to gain an education. It had been hard at first but Bran had read seven already,
most about European history. It was easy work for a wage and the
chance to sleep in his first bed in years. Now Bran tried to use his
new life to help his few friends still on the street.
It was all he could do. As a high school dropout, he had limited
options.
Bran had just begun to make his way back toward Old World
Tales and an evening of reading in his warm bed, when instincts
honed during his life on the street screamed like sirens.
He slowed, looking about.
The night was as secretive as before. The Alaskan Way Viaduct loomed in front of him, its double-decker highway blacker
than the midnight around it. Light from the occasional streetlamp
created vast puddles of dank shadow.
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Danger could come from anywhere.
The face of Merle’s visitor flashed in his mind—the haunted
eyes, the emaciated frame. Richard, the bookseller had called him.
Was it that man out in the gloom, watching Bran now?
Bran didn’t think so. Whatever followed him felt different. It
was not the police, a thieving addict, or any of the commonplace
threats that used to confront him daily. With the feeling came a
stabbing hatred, one not tired like the streets, but fresh and vibrant.
A shift of gloom at the corner of his eye raised his fight reflex.
Heart racing his mind, his feet picking up the pace, he probed
the world.
Nothing.
The movement came again, closer, accompanied by a highpitched whine. It came once again from two directions, and he
understood with stunning clarity why he hadn’t caught sight of his
pursuer earlier.
It was in the air.
Bran ducked self-consciously as tiny flying shadows materialized. They were gone just as quickly, darting back into the night.
Bats would buzz people, but with autumn come, the bats had gone
into hibernation. When the fast-moving creatures came again,
crossing over his head almost at the same time, Bran got a closer
look at them—and couldn’t believe his own eyes.
They definitely weren’t bats.
They were something else entirely.
It was enough to set him running. The things came again,
swooping in on sleek dragonfly-like wings of gossamer that shimmered in the weak light. They were each the size of a bat, but any
other resemblance disappeared with their human-like arms and
legs and tiny leaves sprouting in patches over cocoa-colored skin.
Panic quickening adrenaline, Bran dove behind a parked car,
keeping low, watching. He was still several blocks from the safety
of Old World Tales. What he had seen gave his sanity pause and
his fear rein. Uncertainty pulled him in multiple directions—run,
scream, fight, or all of them.
The chittering returned and he picked out intelligible words.
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“Here, here, here!”
“Kill, kill, kill!”
“Feed, feed, feed!”
There were other words, but Bran couldn’t make them out.
The dark twittering litany increased from all directions. As they
swooped past his head again, Bran bolted. Shoes pounding the
sidewalk, he tore through Pioneer Square, his confusion and fright
lending him strength. The buildings passed in a blur. Each breath
burned in his lungs as a fire, every nuance of the world acutely
emblazoned on his awareness.
He would fight until he won safety.
He was almost back to Pioneer Place Park, Old World Tales
only two blocks away, when one of the creatures slammed into
his head. Revulsion flashed hotly through his body. Clawing and
scratching, the enraged fairy kept at him, spitting curses into his
ear. He fought the thing, stumbling into an alley in a panic to get
away from the creature, hissing like a cornered cat.
The fairy leapt off suddenly.
Breathing hard and worried at the next attack, Bran searched
the air frantically. The fairy flew to join its brethren in the middle
of the alleyway. The three floated on the air, chattering excitedly,
their wings a blur and voices echoing and shrill.
Bran turned to flee down the alley—and froze. There was
nowhere to go. Three brick walls prevented exit.
It was a dead end.
As Bran cursed his mistake and turned to flee, he skidded to a
halt on the graveled pavement.
A creature from nightmare blocked freedom.
“What the hell?” Bran breathed.
The thing was wolf-like, its red eyes glaring malice. It was larger
than a mastiff, with patches of coarse black hair like spikes growing
out of dark green fur along its shoulders and hindquarters. Its hair
bristled as it came deeper into the alley, the muscles beneath thick
and rippling, its tail a braided mass sweeping the night like a whip.
Slaver dripped from its fangs, evidence of its thoughts.
Trapped.
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The fairies suddenly lost all importance.
Bran backed away. The unnatural hound’s large paws were
silent on the gravelly pavement as it crept toward him, its muzzle
pulled back against canines. Sweat broke out in hot beads over
Bran’s body, infusing him with wildfire.
The only thing he cared about was escape.
The dog boomed a bark, spraying saliva everywhere.
Manically, Bran ripped the area apart, looking for a weapon
or escape. Two doors with steel screens were closed and locked,
the windows nearby covered in bars. A dumpster pushed against a
wall wafted its damp contents. Freed bricks, wet cardboard, and a
scurrying rat were his only other options.
There was nowhere to go. It was over.
The beast knew it. Eyes burning like coals in the darkness,
it took slow steps forward. It grinned its intentions, pointed ears
twitching in eagerness.
Dread threatened to overwhelm Bran. Alone and without a
weapon, it was only a matter of time before the huge demon creature rent him asunder. Rather than cower in fear, fierce anger as he
had never known rose within him like a tidal wave. It swelled until
it crested, setting him in motion.
He grabbed up the only items he found at all useful. Two broken bricks.
And waited for the beast to attack.
“Get away!” he screamed, brandishing the weapons.
“No,” it growled lowly.
“You speak?” Bran asked, surprise mingling with his fear.
“As thou do, child of man,” the creature mocked darkly.
“What do you want?”
“Thy death,” the creature salivated.
From a window ledge above, the fairies watched what transpired, goading the beast forward with squeaky voices and glee in
their eyes.
“But why?!” Bran yelled, his heart pounding.
The animal stopped. The light in its eyes dimmed briefly
before flaring anew.
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“Because I must.”
“Come then,” Bran growled shakily, and raised his bricks like
boxing gloves.
Ready for the coming battle, Bran’s heart froze in his chest
when a new shadow entered the alley behind the hound.
“Not. Another. Step!” a man’s voice thundered.
Eyes narrowing, the canine spun, ears flat against its head.
“Knight shyte,” it snarled. “I know thee, thy stench.”
The man stepped deeper into the alley, unafraid, his hands
balled into fists, his clothes ragged. He appeared the same as the
last time Bran had seen him. Richard. The Old World Tales visitor
from the previous night.
“Help me!” Bran shrieked.
Richard said nothing. The man was wholly fixed on the dog.
“Why protect him?” it whined. “He is nothing.”
“He is innocent, cu sith,” Richard said. “You are not.”
“Thou knowest nothing,” the dog growled low.
“The fairies above have twisted you to their will, cu sith,” Richard shot back. “And you will not attack this boy nor survive to try.”
A spark of hope entered Bran, although how a homeless man
planned to defeat such an obvious threat, he didn’t know.
The barrel-chested dog gave its enemy a final glance.
Then leapt at Bran.
Bran barely had time to bring his bricks to bear.
Before the hound could reach him, a powerful burst of blue
light pummeled into the thing’s hindquarters mid-jump, sending
the beast reeling against the wall. Bricks and mortar broke free
from the impact. Bran shrunk from blast. The green foe yelped
shock and pain as it tumbled to the wet pavement, its fur disheveled and eyes surprised.
It was slow to regain its paws.
Bran pressed up against the rear alley wall, breathing hard.
Richard stood on the other side of the animal, a flaming sapphire
sword in his right hand. His eyes burned with conviction, fixated
on the struggling animal. With the fairies raucously cursing from
above and shaking their wings in fury, Richard charged and brought
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his weapon up, driving its blade at the struggling dog, his ferocious
intent unmistakable.
The canine jumped aside the last moment.
The sword cut into the wall as if it were made of paper.
With dexterity that belied any injury done to it, the dog
jumped at Richard. It raged against the blue fire that accosted it,
the smell of burnt hair filling the alleyway as it fought to reach the
homeless man. Gritting his teeth, Richard backed away before the
assault, the snapping jaws and massive paws of the cu sith returning
the fight. Bran could barely see Richard, the man lost in a swirl of
sapphire. The two continued to tear at each other, one with protective fire and the other, quick and shredding teeth. The time for
words had passed.
The victor would be left alive and the other dead.
Bran wanted no part in it and awaited his chance at freedom.
As the minutes wore on, the dog appeared to be failing. Both
hind limbs limped as it circled its foe. The man followed the
hound’s movements, steady in his steps, poised to take the advantage. Whatever damage had been done to him Richard did not
show it. He was as indomitable as a mountain, moving fluidly, the
muscles of his neck, shoulders, and arms corded knots. No growls
emanated from the two enemies; with the exception of the angry
chittering from the fairies above, the world had gone still.
Weakened and harried, the green beast leapt at Richard.
Richard moved like silk.
He stepped to the side with nimble ease—and rammed the
blade of his flaming sword through the side of the hound’s chest.
The dog gave a weak yelp as it landed limply on the ground.
It didn’t move.
Richard did not stop. In one fluid motion he raised the sword
above his head, hilt first, and brought it down with pure vehemence. The blade hammered through the neck of the canine and
continued into the asphault of the Bricks like a knife through warm
butter. Blood and gore spurted, sizzling from the heat.
His arms splattered with crimson, Richard straightened,
breathing hard.
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“Who are yo—”
Before Bran could finish question, Richard sent the fire of his
weapon skyward.
The fairies tried to leap away. They were too slow. Screaming
rage, they erupted into ash that sifted down like snowflakes.
The sword disappeared.
Richard and the carcass were all that remained.
“Bran,” Richard said flatly.
“Who the hell are you?!” Bran questioned, suddenly angry.
The rail-thin man walked toward him, his haunted eyes growing darker with each step, his lips a severe line. Even in the darkness Bran could see Richard was tired. With pale skin and shaggy
hair, the homeless man barely looked alive, a walking zombie.
“I am no one to worry about.”
“No, seriously,” Bran pushed. “Who the hell are you and what
was that thing?”
“It was a mistake.”
“A mistake?”
“Yes, thank you,” Richard scoffed. “No more, at least.” He
peered down at the dead body of the cu sith. “The cu sith got
lucky once. Not tonight though.”
“What were those things?” Bran reiterated, pointing where the
fairies had been. “And that dog thing?”
“That is none of your business.”
“The hell it ain’t,” Bran hissed, still fueled with adrenaline. “I
want answers!”
“Answers, huh?” Richard mocked. He offered his hand. “Leave
the Bricks, boy. Get your things and get out of that store. You are
safe, for tonight. But not from Merle.”
An unidentified chill swept through Bran. Merle’s visitor smiled
in assurance but there was no warmth in it, the offered handshake
a mechanical act. Bran sensed danger in touching the man’s hand.
He didn’t know how he knew. He just did.
Bran rebuffed the hand.
“Why shouldn’t I trust Merle?” he said instead.
“Don’t come back down here—at night at least,” the disheveled
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man said, ignoring Bran’s rejection and turning to leave. “Mark my
words. Stay away from that old man. He is nothing but trouble.”
“Hey! Wait!” Bran shouted.
“Go back to your street friends,” Richard said over his shoulder
as he left the alley. “They are safer than Merle ever will be.”
Leaving the dead cu sith behind, Bran chased after. “Stop, you
assho . . .”
But out on the sidewalk, Richard had vanished.
Still leery of the night around him, Bran hurried the last few
blocks to the bookstore. He didn’t know what to think. Creatures
that looked like fairies had attacked him. A giant green dog had
spoken to him and then tried to kill him.
Either he had been drugged or it had really happened.
And Richard, a friend of Merle, possessed a sword that became
vapor at will.
While unlocking the door, Bran peered through the night back
the way he had come, angry at the fear still rushing through his
veins and his inability to uncover what had truly happened.
For an instant, he thought he saw a flash of brilliant azure light.
Then darkness fell once more.
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C

ardinal Cormac Pell O’Connor sat in the warm glow of
several lamps and placed the phone receiver back onto
its cradle.
He was not pleased.
Through the arched window, the silver light of the pregnant
moon bathed the dome of St. Peter’s Basilica and its neighboring
Vatican buildings in frosty relief against a sky of diamond chips.
Rome had a peaceful majesty at night that transcended its hectic
daytime hours. It was rare for the Cardinal to watch the sleeping
city with nothing but the tranquil view—he tended to retire early
and, as so many others, rose with the sun—but it was rarer still
to sleep within his Vatican City apartment and be awakened by a
phone call made half a world away with such dire complications
to his life.
Cormac sensed turbulent days ahead.
Picking up the receiver again, he dialed four numbers into the
old phone. The click of connecting lines followed by a loud squeal
met his ear.
He sighed and hung up once more.
The Cardinal leaned back in his chair, waiting and thinking, the
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simple red robe he had thrown on a smear like drying blood in the
window’s mirrored image. Rome glimmered outside but his superimposed ghost image stared back, face carved deep with wrinkles
and hawkish blue eyes surrounded by heavy bags of darkness. The
man within the glass looked haggard. He barely recognized his own
reflection anymore, his disheveled red hair whitening, the apparition exuding weariness and grown older than he could account for.
But a fire still blazed in his heart despite the early hour, a driving need to fulfill his duty.
There just never seemed to be enough time.
Cormac turned away from the aging man, thinking how best to
counter the information he now possessed. The call from the archbishop watching over the Seattle portal disturbed him; it forced his
hand in a way with which he was not entirely comfortable.
The consequences of his decision could undo him and the
power he had spent a lifetime acquiring.
The possible dominion likely gained though made it worth it.
While waiting for his summons to be answered, he picked up
a framed photo that sat at the corner of his desk. Black and white,
it displayed a smiling middle-aged man bearing a striking resemblance to Cormac, his arms wrapped around the shoulders of a
woman and a girl in her teenage years. In front of the trio stood a
grinning boy, his hair chaotic.
The background desert met the horizon and nothing else.
The Cardinal smiled sadly, remembering. The Middle East
had been a harsh climate filled with a hardened people; Cormac
had been a boy on the adventure of a lifetime, bringing the Word
to new regions around the world.
The Cardinal Vicar of the Vatican barely remembered that boy.
The day to come would be like all others—filled with a mass,
multiple meetings with delegates from around the world, and writing letters of import for the Church and its denizens. The Cardinal Vicar oversaw the daily spiritual operations of the diocese of
Rome, a position once held by the Pope before his duties expanded
to encompass the wellbeing of the greater Catholic world. Cormac was one of the youngest Cardinal Vicars in the history of the
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Church, and at fifty-eight years of age, he still had several decades
to bring light to the darkest places.
After twenty minutes, a sharp knock came at his office door.
Cormac straightened, letting the full authority of his mantle
settle back on his shoulders before clearing his throat.
“Enter please.”
The door opened and a tall man with short blonde hair strode
into the room. Unlike the Vatican Swiss Guards he commanded,
Finn Arne wore black pants with matching thick sweater devoid of
symbols. The dead orb of his left eye peered at the Cardinal like a
phantom moon. No evidence of disrupted sleep touched him. He
was a captain with daily duties similar to all Swiss Guard but like
the Vicar, Finn Arne had secret functions he carried out.
“Captain Arne,” Cormac greeted.
The visitor inclined his head and sat in one of the offered
chairs. “Your Eminence.”
“It is early,” the Cardinal said. “I apologize for waking you.”
“The Lord knows neither sun nor moon,” Finn said, his accent
shadowed by Germanic. “How may I best serve you, Cardinal
Vicar?”
“I have received a disheartening phone call.”
“From?”
“Seattle, Washington, in the United States.” Cormac folded his
hands within the sleeves of his robe. “There has been a breach of
the portal there.”
Finn frowned. “You seem rather unworried.”
“It was contained. The knight did his duty.”
“I see,” Finn said, smiling. “Then what has stolen me from my
warm bed?”
In his many years serving the Church, Cormac had never met
a more bold and coldly calculating man than Finn Arne. He was
the best trained of hundreds of Swiss Guards who protected the
Pope. He had a predisposition to moral flexibility, making him a
useful tool. His appetite for young women every night took him,
however, down an unholy path Cormac had a hard time overlooking. Finn knew this but made no apology for it.
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Cormac knew the captain’s warm bed had a warmer female
body still in it.
“The attacked is the son of Ardall,” Cormac replied instead.
The smile dropped from Finn’s mouth.
“Do I have your attention now?” Cormac questioned, gratified
at the captain’s change.
Finn Arne sat straighter. “Does His Eminence know?”
“The Pope has other pressing matters to contend with. It is
best he know nothing of this—at least, not until it is finished.”
“And the others?” Finn Arne asked.
Cormac thought about the Vigilo. The other Cardinals were
all devout and strong, entrusted with most Vatican secrets. The
Pope led the Vigilo but the Vicar was its true leader. It oversaw
the portals, prepared for any attempt by those on the other side to
return from Annwn. The Church led the Yn Saith knights as best
it could despite the machinations of the old wizard, but over the
centuries the Vigilo had lost much of its power. Cormac breathed
deep. Beyond this new situation there was an opportunity to gain
a power the Church had had only once in its long past.
Including the other Cardinals could disrupt what chance
Cormac had of gaining that power.
Finn Arne would know the truth, as would the Seer.
That would be it.
Cormac returned the man’s icy stare. “You alone will know
of this.”
“The portal here is safe?”
“It is. Cardinal Seer Ramirez and Ennio Rossi protect it. If it
were not safe, I would know.”
“What is it you want me to do?”
“Bring young Ardall here,” Cormac ordered. “This must be
done discreetly and quickly.”
“How did you learn of this? Certainly not from McAllister.”
“From a spy in the employ of Archbishop Glenallen at my
behest. I have had a certain bookstore in Seattle watched for some
time now. Even if the old man avoids capture in one of his places
of business, the Vigilo knows what transpires there,” the Cardinal
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said. “I have spies in all places, Captain. Never forget that.”
“Did the knight remove—”
“The boy’s memory? No, he did not,” Cormac grunted. “There
is more going on here than what lies on the surface.”
“What of McAllister, should I encounter him?”
Cormac fought the distaste in his mouth. Richard McAllister.
He was one of the older knights, a man whose past haunted him.
While Cormac knew that past to be a hard one, the knight had
lost the capacity to rise above it, for the role he was asked to play.
He was an infected wound the Church could not afford to turn
gangrenous.
“He should pose no threat. Of the seven Yn Saith, he is the
weakest. I doubt he has the constitution to challenge you or your
men. Leave him be. His time of reckoning is coming.”
“Then I will fly at once.” Finn Arne pushed away from his chair.
“Sit down, Finn,” Cormac commanded sharply.
The captain lowered back into his chair, his dead eye an agate
in a harsh face.
“Be wary, Captain,” the Cardinal said. “Don’t run back to your
warm bed too quickly. There are other forces along the Seattle
waterfront you should be reminded of. The Kreche still lives and
the old wizard is adept at calling on aid from all quarters.”
“The Kreche . . .” Finn Arne scowled.
“It lives longer than most halfbreeds, nigh on ninety years
now,” Cormac reiterated. “It is not a factor to be taken lightly, Captain Arne, especially if Myrddin Emrys is pressed into a fight.”
“I will be cautious, Your Grace.”
“One more thing,” the Cardinal said, leaning forward. “The
Ardall boy may have a seed of some kind on his person. It will be
unlike anything you have seen before. Search his home, search his
person. Search anywhere you think it could be and bring it to me
unchanged.”
“You believe the old man has plans for the boy then.”
Cormac nodded. “The wizard is mostly impotent now, but he
can be . . . unorthodox.”
“It will be as you ask, Your Grace.”
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“You have the Lord and the Church on your side,” the Cardinal
Vicar said. “Let no one stand in your way.”
“I will not, your Eminence,” Finn Arne promised.
“The jet will be ready when you arrive to the airstrip,” Cormac
said. “Assemble your team. The centuries-long secret of the Vigilo
cannot be discovered by this boy. Be the Shield you were meant
to be. Do not delay.” The Cardinal paused. “And do not fail me.”
Finn Arne rose, bowed, and left, fire in his lone eye.
Cormac watched him go. Finn would see the job done now
that his focus was in the right place. It had been years since the
Kreche had last been observed in the city of Seattle, just as it
had been years since the Heliwr strode the world. If the boy had
been given the seed—if the old man had surfaced to gain his new
champion—then Cormac and those of the Vigilo had to be prepared to counter the wizard and be ready to take advantage of it.
But why had a fey creature from Annwn gone after the scion
of Ardall?
There was some element Cormac missed.
He shook his head. With religious zealotry feverish in the
Middle East and throughout the world, Cormac would do what
was necessary to destroy it and other evils.
To gain the power of the Heliwr would tip the scales in favor
of the Church.
And give Cormac a direct path to the papacy.

Assured Finn Arne was gone, Cormac changed into his official
robes and ventured into the bowels of the papal apartments. The
light of overhead lamps dimmed with every floor he left. Down
he went, each descended staircase a gripe to hips and knees, until
he entered tunnels devoid of any light source and had to flip on
a flashlight. Chill seeped from the stone, followed by damp and
mold, strengthening until he had to breathe through his mouth.
The bones of the city’s birth grew around him, decayed from millennia of dripping water and misuse.
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Navigating the slick floor, Cormac made his way toward the
catacombs of St. Peters Basilica.
Other passages met his approach, disappearing into darkness,
but he ignored them. Cormac had used the tunnels for decades
and knew where each led—a world forgotten by all but the academic. Now only rats lorded over the kingdom the Cardinal Vicar
walked through. He hunkered within his robes for warmth. There
was still a part of him that hated the indignity of traveling in such
a way. Secrets were necessary, but thieves preying upon tourists
above had it better. If the visit were unimportant, he’d have gone
back to bed.
Instead, he traveled to discover if all was well with the portal.
The catacombs littered almost the entirety of the Vatican’s
underpinnings, a 108-acre foundation of rotten stone, labyrinthine
ways, and ancient tombs lost to dust. During the time of Jesus Christ,
the Roman emperors built a rounded area surrounded by tiers of
seats for equestrian events; it was in this circus where Saint Peter had
been martyred, crucified, buried, and where the Basilica now stood.
With the foundation of the Catholic Church rooted in Vatican Hill,
the city grew and erected walls around the sacred grounds.
But not solely built to keep invaders out, the Cardinal reflected.
Leaving the close tunnel behind, Cormac entered a large cavern, the walls worn stone free of markings or ornamentation. In
the middle of the room an ancient well surrounded by waist-high
stone circled a fathomless black hole, its bucket and thick rope
newer than its wooden crank. Three other passages left the room,
disappearing into darkness.
The only sound was Cormac’s breathing and the rustle of
his robes.
St. Peter’s Basilica was directly overhead.
A chill passed through his body.
Emanating from the passage on his left was a movement of icy
air like the brush of clammy fingers against skin. In the depths of
the tunnel a hundred yards away, an underground branch of the
Tiber River ran. There in the subterranean depths, he knew a dark
veil shimmered on the river’s bank, silver streaks of light flickering
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like a strobe light through bits of fog.
He probed the darkened tunnel, hoping to hear nothing.
“It is at peace, Cormac,” a voice like aged paper said.
The Cardinal spun, reaching for the knife in the folds of his
clothing.
An old man stood at the entrance of another passage, his back
crooked and bowed by excessive age beneath a crimson robe, tufts
of white hair keeping his ears warm and not much else. There was
no expression in his dark-skinned, leathery demeanor; eyes as pale
as curdled milk gave no hint to what they no longer saw.
“It is worthwhile to check from time to time, old friend,” Cormac grumbled.
“It is,” Cardinal Seer Donato Javier Ramirez agreed. “And nice
to be visited from such an honorable guest, even one who is so
ready to wield a knife.” He turned his head upward and grinned.
“Not only that, but to beat the sun in its rising as well. Interesting.”
“You know too much in these depths for an old blind priest.”
“I know much,” Donato said. “It is a lonely life, but life is a rarity here. It draws me.”
“It is a life well suited for the Lord’s work, my old teacher,”
Cormac said, grasping his shrunken friend’s frail hands. “You look
well, Donato.”
“I am,” the Cardinal Seer said, squeezing firmly back. “And the
portal is well, I assure yeh, Cardinal Vicar.”
“Nothing from the other side?”
“The same as the day I first saw it,” Cardinal Ramirez said. “But
I see much, yeh understand. A problem has arisen if yeh are here.
One of the other portals?”
“Seattle.”
“Ahh. McAllister. Is he alive?”
“He is. And the portal is safe,” Cormac answered. “There have
been, however, some . . . interesting events.”
“And yeh want to know if Annwn mirrors that knowledge?”
“Yes.”
“Let us go then. No time to dilly-dally. Birds and worms, yeh
understand?” Cardinal Ramirez cackled.
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The blind man led the Cardinal Vicar through rising passages,
the air growing drier with each step. The walls evolved from
rough-hewn stone to delicately carved friezes; embedded holes
bore sarcophagi, and wooden caskets housed undisturbed remains.
Some of the world’s most renowned men were buried in the catacombs, interred forever in the bowels of St. Peter’s.
The Cardinal Seer did not deviate through the domain of the
dead.
They eventually came to a door with elaborate scrollwork,
bands of rune-encrusted iron wrapping its thick timbers. The Seer
whispered a word accompanied by a tender touch and the door
swung open.
Cormac stepped into warmth.
A fire blazed from a hearth in the corner of the room, casting
its glow over two plush chairs and a bed pushed up against the
wall. Shelves containing books of various sizes and colors lined
the other walls. A pedestal sat centered in the middle of the room,
holding a Bible as old as any Cormac had seen.
“Come in, come in. Make yehself comfortable.”
“A humble man with a humble lifestyle. I envy you sometimes,
Donato.”
“I am well cared for, and I enjoy the peace here in a way those
who live above me could never comprehend. When a man becomes
my age, all he wishes is a warm meal, a soft bed, and well-read books.”
“You still have so many of them?” The Vicar looked around.
“But you’re—”
“Blind? I know that, Cormac,” Donato said with amusement.
“Rossi reads to me when he isn’t out carousing a young man’s life.”
Donato had been one of Cormac’s earliest teachers, a man whose
faith outshone his extensive scholarship. Despite his advanced age,
the Cardinal Seer served the Church in a way only a handful of
people had over the centuries, ultimately keeping the world safe
from an unimaginable threat. The Cardinal Vicar had been one of
the older man’s first projects—having come into Cormac’s life at its
darkest hour—and it now appeared Ennio Rossi, the young knight
of Rome’s portal, had become the Seer’s new crusade.
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“Where is the knight?” Cormac asked.
“Eh, not quite sure. I have not heard him return, although with
the many girlfriends he has, I doubt he had a hard time finding a
place to sleep.”
The Cardinal Seer moved to where black velvet draped a circular object hanging on the wall beside the bed. Reaching up with
shriveled hands, Donato removed the shroud to reveal a round
mirror with a wide silver frame that shone with an ethereal inner
glow. Celtic runes of an ancient sect danced in the firelight; the
glass of the mirror glimmered like ice. Cormac shivered. He had
the impression of something dark looking back at him.
“Care to join me?” Donato asked over his shoulder. “It has been
some time since yeh’ve used the Fionúir Mirror.”
“No, to do so always makes me ill,” Cormac said.
The Seer chuckled. “I’ll sweep the surrounding countryside of
Caer Llion. I doubt I will see anything. Philip is a weasel when it
comes to privacy.”
Cormac stood apart, watching. With only the snapping of the
fire’s embers echoing in the room, the Seer stared with blind eyes
into the mirror, beyond his own image. He breathed slower and
his face slackened, becoming like a statue. The white film over
his eyes faded and disappeared altogether to reveal eyes so brown
they were almost black.
Cormac shuddered. It was always a shock to observe it happen.
Several minutes went by. Nothing happened.
Then the depths of the mirror began to swirl, starting slowly
but speeding to a pace that knotted Cormac’s stomach. The silver
tint of the glass rippled through the colors of the rainbow, faster
and faster, until they bled together into a blinding light like the
sun. Cormac was forced to shield his eyes. Just as quickly, the light
deadened to opaque like slushy snow. Cormac relaxed, black dots
dancing in his eyes. For reasons he never understood, the loamy
odor of the forest after a hard rain filled the chamber.
Memories of his childhood in Ireland swirled through him,
leaving nostalgia even as the mirror’s effects disappeared.
Shaking a bit, the Cardinal Seer let out a deep, tired breath.
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“The Fionúir sees much,” Donato said, his eyes scanning the
mirror, viewing features Cormac could not. “Looks peaceful. Caer
Llion is as it has been for centuries—shrouded in mystery. The
black mist surrounding the castle is as impenetrable as always. The
curse tablets blind me even as I am blind here.”
“Philip wants us to remain that way.”
The Seer sighed. “Vanity, I suppose.”
“Could be,” Cormac responded. “Or we are not meant to see
his activities.”
“He rarely ventures outside the castle walls. I’ve only caught
him thrice. Now that he controls most of Annwn, there is no need
for him to do so. The battles are few and far between.” The older
man paused, musing. “Still, amazing he has been alive as long as he
has. The Lord surely works in mysterious ways.”
Cormac looked at the ancient Bible. “The answer for his longevity is what scares me.”
Still bathed in the pale gray light, the Seer nodded. “Indeed.”
He leaned a bit closer to the mirror. “The rest of the countryside appears as it has for me and my predecessors—the forests are
thick and healthy and the water of the rivers clean in the lowlands.
The mountainous regions of the Carn Cavall and Snowdon, however, are a different tale; with her magic, the witch wears down the
upper forests and all who live within them. The fey suffer. Those
who remain free struggle to remain so.”
“What of the countryside where the Seattle portal exits?”
The Seer took a few moments and frowned.
“Nothing. Dryvyd Forest is empty.”
“Continue to keep a close watch this week. The events in
Seattle warrant it, I think.”
“Will yeh share with me what has transpired?”
“I cannot,” Cormac said sadly. “Not even with you, old friend.”
The gray light emanating from the Fionúir Mirror went blank
as Donato pulled away, the shimmering glass reflecting the room
once more. Eyes returning to milky blindness, the Cardinal Seer
swayed on his feet for a moment before steadying. “The Lord
wishes to call me soon,” he said, rubbing his shrunken chest with a
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bony hand. He replaced the black cloth over the mirror. “It is time
to find my replacement. My end comes, Cormac.”
“Not too soon, I hope.”
Donato allowed Cormac to guide him to the bed. “I will remain
as strong as the Lord will allow me. Yeh know that.”
“I do,” Cormac said.
“Now leave me,” the Seer said curtly, sinking into the bed.
“The effects of the mirror will wear off in time. Yeh have duties to
perform. The sun is rising, and that bodes well on the day.”
Cormac covered his old mentor. With a warm last look, he left
the Cardinal Seer to his soft bed and warm chamber.
Soft snores quickly followed him out the door.
Donato was right; the Seer was getting old. But he had fire left
inside, and Cormac hoped it would see him through at least a few
more years.
Rather than return to his residence, Cormac traveled upward
through the catacombs of the Basilica, slipping through a secret
passageway into the Sacred Grottos with its populace of dead
Popes and dignified personages. He would begin his day early.
By the time he reached the nave, others were already about, most
administrative workers or priests, the day bustling with activity
even as the sun rose. Soon Rome and St. Peter’s would be flooded
with visitors, and Cormac would be busy with his daily duties.
As leader of the Vigilo, it was another day of protecting the
world from Annwn.
At least Captain Arne was on his way to Seattle.
A set of Swiss Guards saluted him as he passed into the vestibule, their traditional garb of blue and red stripes a blemish amidst
the beautiful sculptures and paintings. He nodded to the two men
politely, barely seeing them.
How had the son of Ardall gotten involved in the affairs of the
Vigilo? How did the world of Annwn fit in with it?
And could the Cardinal Vicar use it to his advantage?
Cormac would ensure answers were swift in coming.
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ather, don’t make me do this!”
Lord Gerallt Rhys of Mochdrev Reach ignored his
daughter’s plea, which just infuriated Deirdre all the more.
Rather than fight the implacable emotional wall her father had
erected, she ended her protestations, knowing them futile. The
two ascended the wide set of outdoor stairs leading from the keep
to Merthyr Garden, the identical towers on either side sentinels
to their approach. Lord Gerallt huffed loudly, barely able to overcome the long staircase or even continue the conversation. Deirdre wished it was not so. Her father was a proud man, as enraged
as a cornered dragon when on the practice field, but over the years
he had become portly, unfit for extended activity.
That included speaking when walking to the garden.
If she didn’t love him so much, Deirdre would have resented
him for it. After all, a ruler had to have the strength and stamina to
keep his people safe.
Which should have included his daughter.
After what seemed eons to Deirdre, they gained the hilltop
where it leveled off into Merthyr Garden. A lone pathway lined
with roses cut through the well-kept lawn. Trees of apple, cherry,
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and pear stood proudly groomed while the sweetness of ripening
fruit filled the air. On the outskirts, rows of herbs and vegetables
yielded the food used by many of the Reach’s citizens.
The place was sacred to Deirdre. The Merthyr Garden also
happened to be the resting place for Lady Lorelei Rhys.
Lord Gerallt didn’t stop. He continued up the gentle rise until
the pathway ended. There, away from the flora of the garden and
open to the sky, the Rosemere greeted them, the wide pool contained by short marble blocks, the waters allowed to flow freely
down to the castle below by two troughs. It was not the focal
point of the hill, though. From the middle of the Rosemere, a thick,
thorny vine grew, twining around a soaring, ancient snag where
rose blossoms larger than all others splashed crimson.
Nothing stirred where the ashes of her mother had been sown.
With his breath caught, Lord Gerallt stared at the Rosemere
for a long time.
“Does she . . . still love me?”
It nearly broke Deirdre’s heart to hear the sorrow in his voice.
The anger she carried melted away.
“She does,” she lied. “Although even that fades now.”
Lord Gerallt looked about to weep, his gaze still fixed where
the remains of his wife lay bequeathed. Deirdre felt his pain. Finally,
he turned to his daughter and, with an encouraging smile that rang
false, gripped her thin shoulders gently.
“You must see him,” he said quietly.
“Father, you know what he plans fo—”
“Dearest, please understand,” Lord Gerallt cut in. “The situation is perilous. Mochdrev Reach is on the edge of two kingdoms,
in shadow, between the hammer of Caer Llion and the anvil of the
Carn Cavall. Lord John Lewis Hugo merely wishes an audience
today. It may mean nothing.”
“He’s not a lord at all,” Deirdre said darkly.
“No, he isn’t. He is an outworlder,” he replied. “But he is also
wickedly smart and absolutely ruthless.”
“My wishes mean nothing then?”
“Ruling is a hardship unto itself, Deirdre. Sometimes it is harder
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to do what is best. You will loathe me for saying this, but sometimes
that includes marrying into situations you may not like for the betterment of all.”
“I would rather fight and die,” she spat, her anger stoked anew.
Lord Gerallt frowned. “And you can speak for those innocents
here, at Mochdrev Reach?”
“You rule them.”
“I do. I also must protect them from harm.”
“But not your daughter, apparently.”
Frustration reddened Lord Gerallt’s face. “You don’t mean that.”
Deirdre looked away and said nothing.
“It would be but a thought for that witch, the Cailleach, to
extend her power here and reduce these crops to ash. Not only
the Tuatha de Dannan in the Carn Cavall would suffer then. And
know this: Philip Plantagenet would steal you away anyway. The
Reach would lie in ruins like so many other principalities, and Caer
Llion would rule our people. Only the war with the Tuatha de
Dannan keeps Philip’s eyes from our direction. If you challenge
that and bring attention to the Reach, he will use your refusal as a
reason to put a garrison of his Red Crosses here. Everything you
love would be gone. Do you not see that, Deirdre?”
“You would be a king before a father?” Deirdre asked pointedly.
“A good king must be,” he said. “No matter how much it pains
him to say it.”
Despite the panic growing inside her, the hurt that Deirdre
caused her father stabbed at her heart. This was not his doing. It
didn’t matter though. She saw no way out of the situation that did
not involve ruining either her life or those living in Mochdrev Reach.
“Regardless, Lord Hugo may not be seeking what rumors have
brought here,” Lord Gerallt continued. “Out of respect for you, he
asked to see you where you wish. I understand why you chose the
Rosemere. This place . . . it has power for you. You came here as a
little girl; you seek guidance here still. If there is a place in Mochdrev Reach that may protect you, this is it. Hopefully the respect
he has shown bodes well. Or . . .”
“Or what, Father?”
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“I would rather not think on it.”
Deirdre nodded, sadly understanding. So much depended on
her. She knew it. She was Lord Gerallt’s oldest child. At twentythree years old and unwilling to embrace the duties other women
of the Reach preferred, she was unmarried—not because she
wanted to be alone but because she had not met the right man.
She preferred to spend her time in study, on the practice field with
men twice her age, or tracking in the south plains.
It was a good life, one of her devising. Now that life was being
drastically altered without her leave.
Just like when her mother died.
At that moment, a man dressed in black robes bearing the silver
lion crest of Caer Llion strode into Merthyr Garden, two Templar
Knights in white trailing him. Deirdre had not yet met John Lewis
Hugo, but she knew him instantly. First advisor to Philip Plantagenet, the outworlder walked with a commanding arrogance that
set Deirdre’s teeth on edge. The right side of his face was a ruined
black mask, burned traumatically, melted like wax. People said it had
happened while fighting one of the most powerful fey lords, when
he and his High King had first entered Annwn centuries earlier.
Deirdre knew she hated him immediately.
With a word to his Red Crosses to remain behind, John Lewis
Hugo approached like he had already won a great prize.
“Lord Gerallt, your garden is beautiful,” John Lewis Hugo
greeted, smiling as best he could, the charred right side of his face
making it difficult. “I trust you have had sufficient time to speak to
your daughter?”
“I have, your lordship.”
“Thank you for the welcome. Your household is not lacking
when it comes to pleasantries.” John Lewis Hugo bowed but he did
so shallowly. He then turned his eye on Deirdre. “I would imagine
that has a great deal to do with you, my lady. It has been far too
long. You have grown into the beauty I knew you would.”
“We’ve met, my lord?” Deirdre asked, confused.
“When you were quite young,” John Lewis Hugo said. He
turned to Lord Gerallt. “Please leave us. There is a great deal to
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discuss and I would speak to Lady Deirdre alone.”
Lord Gerallt gave his daughter a quick warning look before
leaving the garden, making his way back to the castle.
“You know the reason for my coming?” John Lewis Hugo asked.
“I do.”
John Lewis Hugo turned his gaze upon the Rosemere, hands
behind his back. She didn’t like the way he looked at the resting
place of her mother, a mixture of interest and irritation. It was a
long time before he spoke.
“I understand you communicate with your mother here,” he
said finally.
“I come to be near her sometimes, yes.”
“Then you don’t speak to her as we are speaking now?”
Deirdre tried to keep calm. Philip and his advisor had invaded
Annwn with one intention: destroy the Tuatha de Dannan with
sword and flame, and bring their one god to fill the void. To display interest in fey, magic, or anything associated with the Celtic
religions of old would be a death penalty. That included speaking
to witches long dead.
“Pay no mind,” he said simply, noticing her apprehension. “The
High King may wish to see his father’s crusade fulfilled and his
Templar Knights spread to all corners of Annwn, but I am far more
pragmatic. How you choose to spend your time in worship is your
affair. If that includes speaking to your mother here in this magical
pool, so be it.”
Deirdre knew she could not trust him. Like a snake, he was
capable of striking without a moment’s notice.
“Mochdrev Reach is a great city, an important castle,” John
Lewis Hugo said, his eyes—one blue and the other milky white
but alive—staring up at the tall towers. “Once, the Reach did not
exist—this was just a lone hill with a single oak at its pinnacle lording over these lands. A battle found its way to the plains south of
here, as they have everywhere in Annwn, elves against humans.
These elves fought valiantly but were continuously pushed through
the plains to these hills. Here they stood, through trickery. To create a diversion and save their people, two elven brothers lured the
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human army up a southern draw while their brethren fled. The
brothers fought side by side at the top of this very hill, unyielding.
They slew hundreds, alone, buying the time their nation needed,
before a sea of cowardly arrows cut them down.
“It is said the hillside wept at their courage and sacrifice. This
spring is the result of that day, their blood the origin of the ancient
rose bush.”
“I know the history of my own people,” Deirdre said.
“You know your people killed those brothers then,” John Lewis
Hugo said, turning toward her with a coldness she had not seen
in another before. “Outright. And settled these hills to form the
Reach?” He paused, the darkness suddenly gone. “We share a
great deal in common, my lady. We both have fought the fey. We
hail from the same shores. True, your ancestors were the first to
Annwn, and settled here long before the High King and I arrived
centuries ago. You are part of a proud history here in Annwn, and
a member of a prouder family. It is the High King’s wish to meld
our two peoples into one, uniting against the common enemy.”
There it was. Deirdre didn’t know what to say. John Lewis
Hugo had worked in the marriage proposal so smoothly she hadn’t
seen it coming.
“You mean marriage,” she said. “To drag us into war.”
John Lewis Hugo stood stoic. “You must consider that.
Although I sincerely doubt the High King would bring his might
against fellow kinsmen.”
“I simply do not understand why anyone must war with
another.”
“It is in the very heart of man to wage war, Lady Deirdre,” John
Lewis Hugo said. “It is unchangeable. While I do not care for the
deities those of Annwn pray to, I do care about the overall outcome of Annwn’s future. That future has Caer Llion as the capital
of the whole continent, with the High King’s Lord at its head.”
“He isn’t my Lord,” she pointed out.
“Indeed,” John Lewis Hugo said. “Your people fled the Misty
Isles before the Christian God drove the gods of old from those
shores. Still, it is time for the High King to marry, to have a family,
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to produce an heir. It is a great honor that he looks upon you with
favor—and it would be folly for Mochdrev Reach to ignore him.”
The veiled threat shot dread directly into Deirdre’s heart.
“There are many more worthy women,” she countered.
“Women who would be better matches for Philip Plantagenet.”
John Lewis Hugo smiled. “Do not be so quick to dismiss yourself, Lady Deirdre. There is a strength that shines within you like
the summer sun. Redheads are powerful creatures, always have
been. They command respect from men and women alike. It has
ever been so with the Celtic people. Even the Tuatha de Dannan
respect a redheaded human. That makes you unique.” The charred
face came closer to her own. “Desirable even. To some.”
With his hot breath on her cheek, madness filled Deirdre. The
High King’s advisor did not stop there. John Lewis Hugo traced a
long, cool finger down the side of her cheek, his touch alien. The
desire to flee, to fight, to do anything that removed the inappropriate caress overcame Deirdre, but she was rooted in place, unable
to move. Panic set in. Deep in his eyes, madness flickered. He did
not want her, not in a sexual way. He enjoyed making her fear; he
enjoyed watching that fear manifest and seeing how she reacted to
it. Deirdre understood immediately that John Lewis Hugo was far
darker and more evil than anyone she had ever encountered.
Just when she thought she would break the spell and lash out,
the High King’s advisor withdrew.
“Indeed, you are powerful,” he said smoothly as if nothing had
happened. “In one month you will present yourself to the court
at Caer Llion. Bring whatever retinue you deem fit for a queen of
Annwn. I am pleased we understand one another and I hope to
serve you further. I wish you a good day, Lady Deirdre.”
At that, John Lewis Hugo turned on his heels and left Merthyr
Garden, the two Templar Knights following him back to the castle
keep and likely returning to Caer Llion.
Trembling with wrath, Deirdre watched them go. It was as she
had feared. Philip Plantagenet wished for a bride, and for reasons
she could not fathom, he had chosen her. It would not happen.
Not if she had her way. Deirdre had never met the High King,
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but if he was anything like John Lewis Hugo, she wanted no part
of him.
The fire she had banked for her father’s benefit roared back to
life, lending her strength. Deirdre needed advice from someone
she could trust.
She needed ages of wisdom.
Deirdre stepped to the edge of the Rosemere, eyeing the
ancient rose bush, and began to hum. It was a rich melody, one
of the oldest, a call for the dead. She anchored herself to Annwn,
drawing on its life as well as that within her. She grew weak, the
life force she possessed being slowly drained to conduct the magic,
but she stood resolute as she had so many times before.
Her request did not take long to be answered. The Merthyr
Garden fell away. So too did the azure of the sky and the crimson
of the rose blooms, the world reduced to shades of gray.
Instead the water of the Rosemere flickered and swirled, sluggish at first but picking up speed as it circled the dead tree at its
center.
Then the world sunk in on itself, absorbing the light of the day
and inversing it until a shape as dark as midnight hovered on the
surface of the water. It stood proud as it rose into the air, a true
form coalescing into a woman draped in folds of a black cloak,
floating as though in a breeze. A cowl tried to hold red locks of
long hair from a white chiseled countenance, but strands of it flitted wildly across her mien. It was a beautiful face, one Deirdre
knew well. As she breathed in the odor of rotting mulch and darkness, the gray eyes of the shade peered at her.
—Child—
The voice was inside her head, spectral, the sweetness Deirdre
remembered replaced by dryness. Even now, after so long, a part of
her yearned to step forward into the pool and embrace the woman,
but she held her ground, knowing the danger.
“I am here, Mother,” she said.
—You have the stink of corruption on your flesh—
Deirdre didn’t know what her mother meant, then remembered
John Lewis Hugo touching her cheek—the slithering carress as it
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crept over her skin—and felt revulsion all over again.
“Yes, I do.”
—You have been kept alive to enact great harm—
The shade’s emotionless voice penetrated deep into Deirdre.
“What do you mean, Mother?”
—What would you know of me, Child—
Deirdre paused, unsure how to proceed. In death, there were
events hidden from her mother, both past and future. Never had
she pronounced such a dire prediction. The dead also rarely spoke
linearly—a question could lead to a wholly different avenue of
discussion—the riddles maddening to unravel.
“Who wants me alive? What harm?” Deirdre pleaded anyway. “Mother, do you mean Philip Plantagenet? John Lewis
Hugo? Who?”
—A lord of shadows is in the world once more, stirring evil—
“A lord? I don’t understand!”
—I know not, Child. It is not for me to know. Or you—
Deirdre frowned, thinking.
“What am I to do about this marriage proposal?” she asked
instead, hoping for the help she had come for.
—You will love, Child. It will be the love of your life—
She almost laughed. “With Philip Plantagenet?”
—The lives of the Outworlder King and my Child are intertwined like vines, to be cut at the harvest—
“No . . . that cannot be, Mother!”
The Rosemere hissed at her vehemence. The dead did not like
being angered once called. Deirdre stood her ground. They could
not harm her, not unless she disengaged from the pool or stepped
within its boundaries to enter their world.
Deirdre took a deep breath.
“I refuse to believe I will be with Plantagenet,” she said. “That
is not my destiny.”
—A destiny is dark until the present sheds light on it—
“Mother, what am I to do?”
—Nothing you desire will come to be. Only what you fear will
come to pass—
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“You are saying I cannot prevent what comes?”
—Look here. Death—
In her mind’s eye, she saw a vision. Smoke blew across a
battlefield littered with bodies of the dead and dying. The scene
possessed no sound, but Deirdre imagined wailing on the air.
Bloodied twisted creatures milled among bodies of men and
Tuatha de Dannan alike, their limbs unnaturally angled by savage
intention. She was in the battle, being pulled away from a fire that
was being swallowed by darkness. Then an unknown man cradled
her, but his attention was drawn to the sky where a brilliant fire
burned the heavens.
—Death—
The vision changed.
Darkness surrounded her, suffocating her, until she realized
she was in the depths of a great mountain honeycombed with
labyrinthine passageways. She was not alone, though. A creature
stalked her, its baleful red eyes fixed on her but also not fixed on
her, its body as insubstantial as smoke but deadlier than any beast
Deirdre had encountered or read about. She ran but it chased,
impossibly fast, until the very stone walls collapsed and true night
suffocated her scream.
—Death—
It changed again.
In warrens beneath a domed castle filled with art more ornate
than any she had ever seen, caskets in walls housed the dead. The
dank smell of ages mixed with the sweet odor of nearby water,
where magic coated the air. Two old men wearing priestly robes
wielded swords to defend all they knew. Whether they survived
the Templar Knights attempting to kill them or if they failed, she
knew it did not matter; the other world burned, and it spread into
Annwn, consuming Mochdrev Reach, her people, and all she loved.
Unbidden tears stung Deirdre’s eyes.
The vision blackened to nothing. Deirdre opened her eyes and
looked at her mother as she peered back. Her gray orbs seemed to
be mirrors into Deirdre’s soul.
“What does this all mean?” she asked, trembling.
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—My time has come. Follow your heart. No matter your
choice, Child—
“No, Mother. Don’t go.”
Deirdre wanted to reach out. The apparition instead slipped
back into the Rosemere, her figure disintegrating like ash in water.
The pool stopped churning. The smell of decaying life dissipated.
As the day brightened about her, the buzzing of bees and the songs
of birds in the Merthyr Garden returned with stunning clarity.
With sunshine warming her, Deirdre stood staring where the
shade of her mother had vanished. It happened just that quickly.
She already missed her. She also knew little from the meeting. The
riddles her mother spoke rarely came to fruition the way Deirdre
expected, even if there was a bit of truth in them. More questions
swirled inside her than when she had called the shade. With whom
would Deirdre fall in love? How did the false king play into the
future of her life? And how would the visions she had been shown
come—or not come—to pass?
She had no answers.
The one thing she did know was that the life she knew was
drastically changing, and there was nothing she could do about it.
“I thought you would be talking to her forever!”
Deirdre spun.
Sitting on the soft blossom petals of a nearby rose bush, Snedeker stared at her, stick arms crossed, a frown tugging at his wood
and moss features, his gossamer wings irritably fluttering.
“You should not be here!” Deirdre hissed, angry all over again.
“I told you to stay out of sight until the sun set. If John Lewis Hugo
caught you here—”
“Yes, yes, your father would feed me to the cat,” Snedeker
opined. “What he doesn’t know is I’d kill that cat with three quic—”
“And kill the rest of us!”
“Boghoggery, settle down, Red!” Snedeker grumped, launching from the rose blossom and flying toward her. “I won’t actually
kill the cat.”
“Wait right there,” Deirdre said, observing her fairy friend
closer. “You are entirely too happy. And your little pack looks to
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be a burden. What do you have?”
Guilt crossed the fairy’s wooden features.
“Nothing!”
“You lie,” she said. “I can always tell when you lie.”
“Are you sure you aren’t a witch?”
“Out with it!”
Annoyance crossing his face, Snedeker pulled a ruby the size
of a thumbnail from the sack on his back.
“Where did you get that?!”
“From the coach that brought that pompous burned ass! It was
encrusted with them and other jewels.” He hefted the ruby. “This
one was mostly loose anyway, Red. Mostly. Isn’t it beautiful, how
the sun . . .”
Deirdre ignored the rest of what the fairy said. It was the
only way she kept from throttling him. If the High King knew a
member of the Tuatha de Dannan was within the Reach, it would
spell certain doom for them all. She might be bringing war to her
father’s kingdom, but at least it would be on her terms and not that
of a thieving fairy.
“You must put it back. Now.”
“I think not,” the fairy said quickly. “They are leaving. And
besides, I have merely borrowed it.”
“Knowing you, you’ve borrowed it until its owners are long
dead and dust.”
“Just so.”
Deirdre sighed. “The damage is done. Give it to a family with
many children in town. Don’t let them see you. By giving it away,
I hope you learn a lesson.”
The fairy didn’t budge, hovering in midair.
“Snedeker . . .”
“All right, all right. Swampmutton.”
As the fairy flew away, his shoulders a bit slumped, Deirdre
looked up at the mountains that grew at Mochdrev Reach’s northern border and thought about what the shade of her mother had
said. The line of jagged peaks known as the Snowdon burst from
the older, rounded hills of the Carn Cavall, not unlike the emotions
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that swirled within her. Her mother had been a powerful witch
before she died; she knew much of what was to come. The vision
of the Tuatha de Dannan dead on the battlefield could mean only
one thing—the fey had chosen to fight Caer Llion. And the man
Deirdre would fall in love with? It couldn’t be Philip Plantagenet.
But who? Another outworlder? The man holding her in the vision?
And more importantly: when would this come to pass?
It no longer mattered, she thought. And it no longer mattered
what the High King of Annwn, his advisor, or even her father
wished. Deirdre knew she would rather die than succumb to a
boot heel, particularly one from Caer Llion.
Because the Tuatha de Dannan felt the same.
Deirdre turned back to the Rosemere. Its waters were at peace
but she was not. Those who knew her knew that when her mind
was made up, nothing would change it. Stubborn like an ox bull,
her father often said. He was right. No one was going to tell her
what to do, especially a man who had proclaimed himself High
King long ago and would use that power to steal Deirdre away
from all she knew and loved.
She would not let it happen—come what may for Mochdrev
Reach and those who lived within its walls. She had to stand and
fight, no matter the consequences.
No matter where that stand would take her.
Deirdre left to find her father.
Lord Gerallt would be the first to know.
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Cha pter 7

W

ith a cascade thundering behind him, Richard sat
on the edge of the Waterfall Garden Park pool in
contemplative reflection, waiting for the tourists
and vagabonds to leave.
It would not be long now.
Mist from the falls swirled at his back, icy and persistent, but
he barely felt it. The events of the previous night played over and
over in his mind, lead chains weighing on him. The fairies from
the portal had attacked Merle’s assistant, cajoling a cu sith into
dastardly service. If Richard had not been there, Bran would have
been killed. It had been the obvious culmination of an orchestrated
plan, one set into motion specifically against the boy for reasons
the knight could not fathom.
Richard had intervened and in the process had exposed his
secret.
Now the boy knew about Arondight.
Why had the attack come against this new bookseller of Old
World Tales? Had Richard made the right choice in not removing
his memory?
The knight exhaled angrily. He only had an answer for the
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latter concern. It was necessary, of course. Bran retaining his
memory meant the only ally Richard had in convincing the boy
that Merle was a danger and not to be trusted.
Nearby the portal throbbed, a chilly reminder he was right.
The knight pulled his coat close. He knew one thing.
Bran was lucky to be alive.
As the cold wind captured vagrant leaves and sent them spinning outside the iron-barred walls of the park, a man wearing
a black overcoat with collar held tight and a broad-rimmed hat
entered the secluded Waterfall Garden and waited in the shadows.
Richard ground his boot into the concrete, annoyed. He knew the
man, hated him. Richard also knew the Churchman had found him
for a reason and that reason went beyond coincidence.
Once the last straggler left the park, the man approached,
his thick-fingered hands folded over a paunch that rarely missed
a meal.
“Archbishop Louis Glenallen, find another soul to torment,”
Richard said darkly.
Righteousness peered at the knight. “How unfortunate you yet
live, McAllister.”
“Why are you here?”
“I know of the attack,” the Churchman said. “I know you failed.
Again.”
“Here to gauge my faith, huh?” Richard questioned. “Want to
offer me some absolution, some penance, in your hallowed box of
confession?”
“Not at all,” Archbishop Glenallen replied. “I know, just as you
do, that a lifetime of confession and Hail Marys could never erase
the pain that erodes your soul. No, I’m not here to offer you salvation. I want to know how the attack happened, and why you didn’t
do your job?”
“Your Church no longer holds power over the Yn Saith.”
“Ah yes,” the archbishop snorted. “The covenant the sorcerer
made with the Seven. A more foolish man this world has never
known. The truth is, the Church does what he, and you apparently, can no longer do—protect the world from evil.”
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“Your arrogance and ignorance is startling.”
“Is it, now? There was once a young man,” Archbishop Glenallen began. “He carried right in his heart, accepted Arondight—the
great sword forged by Govannon and later discovered by Lancelot of the Lake—and vouched with blood the safety of a city, of
an entire world. This young man had a soul that was old. But he
was idealistic and desired to have all that the world offered. Pride
became his enemy. Going against the advice of his elders, against
the wisdom of ages wrought, he married. He thought he could
have it all—the duty that God had bestowed as well as the earthly
treasures of the heart.
“Some might call that arrogant, McAllister. Some might say
that man’s presumption is a grave ignorance of and above itself.”
“That man was a fool,” Richard said coldly. “And no longer
exists.”
“You are right. He is lost.” The archbishop shook his head.
“God only forgives those who repent their wrath, their sins.”
Richard said nothing. There was nothing to say.
“Nevertheless,” the archbishop continued. “There is no reason
why we shouldn’t work together as needed now. Our roles are the
same; we merely go about it differently. I maintain a large diocese
with thousands of souls, but I am also responsible to the Vigilo for
the portal, just as you are. I have no ulterior motive, no reason to
lie to you. There is far too much evil in the hearts of men, but think
how evil would spread if God-fearing people realized they shared
the world with myth and fairy tale. That mankind was not alone
and creatures not mentioned in the Bible existed. The Church and
its knights can work together, as long as there is need. Right now, I
believe there is such a need; your actions have made it so, I think.”
“You chastise me, bring up painful memories, and then you ask
for my help?” Richard snapped with disgust. “Do you know how
fork-tongued you are?”
Archbishop Glenallen darkened. “As usual, you have no idea to
whom you are speaking. I know a boy was attacked. And not only
that, but you did not remove his memory of it. I want to know the
why of it.”
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Richard cursed silently.
“Yes, that’s right. I know fairies called upon the cu sith you
failed in stopping several months ago,” the archbishop said. “Why
did they attack the boy though? Who is he?”
“I don’t know,” Richard admitted. He stood and jammed his
hands in his pockets. “He was walking in Pioneer Square feeding
his homeless friends. He is safe. That’s all I know. The creatures
are dead. I missed my chance to alter the boy’s memories. What
else is there to know?”
“The question is how did you know he was in danger?”
The knight darkened.
“Say nothing more,” Archbishop Glenallen said. “I know you
were following him.”
“Spies, eh? I suppose you have already notified your superiors.”
“I have.”
Richard wanted to beat the man within an inch of his life. With
the Church conniving, it would complicate his own efforts to discover why Merle had chosen Bran and for what end.
“Does that disappoint you, knight?” the fat man asked.
“Only you do, Glenallen.”
“Hmm,” Archbishop Glenallen mumbled. “And what of the
wizard? Does he have any ideas about this?”
“I have not spoken to him of it,” Richard said. “Or with the
others. I have not put as much stock in the attack as you have,
apparently.”
“You would not have followed him if you did not.”
“I have no allegiance to the Church, but don’t believe for one
second that it means I am in league with Myrddin Emrys. The man
is a liar, a cheat, and has brought me nothing but pain.”
“You are his puppet.”
“To say I hate him would be a vast understatement,” Richard
pointed out.
“And yet the boy returned to Old World Tales. Clearly he does
not feel the same way,” the archbishop said, smiling without humor.
“That is problematic, don’t you think, McAllister?”
“Leave me in peace, Glenallen,” Richard sighed. “I tire of you.”
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“Whenever Annwn reaches into this world, there is a reason behind it,” Archbishop Glenallen continued. “The Church
demands that you fulfill your duty to its utmost. It’s why God
chose you. Mankind deserves to be kept safe.”
“Even from Church charlatans?” Richard chided. “The blood
on Church hands reddens even your own.” The archbishop immediately turned a deep, explosive shade, but the knight held up his
hand. “What? Are you going to have me killed if I don’t do what I
am told? When will the Church realize it no longer has authority
over the portals? Over the Seven? Over me?”
The imposing man stepped close to Richard, fire in his eyes.
“What happens when a man not only forsakes his Church but
that of God as well, McAllister?” He leaned in closer. “What if it
happens to a knight of the Vigilo? How long do you think such a
knight has to live? The Church has no need to dispose of you; the
fey coming through the portal and your lack of faith will do it as
assuredly as it did your own wife.”
The point drove into Richard like a stake. Fury came crashing
over him, urgent in its need. It didn’t matter if killing the archbishop would reduce the knight to everything he hated about
the Church—Richard had much to repent for, and what was one
more thing?—and Louis Glenallen was a stain on the very tapestry
the knight defended every day of his life. Glenallen would not be
missed in the larger scheme of the world, and Richard would be
purged from his duties by death.
Arondight was a will away from fierily materializing.
The archbishop saw his danger and took several steps backward. “Regardless of what transpired last night, your faithlessness
could get us all killed,” Archbishop Glenallen snarled, but fear had
overtaken his beady eyes. “Fulfill your role, and make it not so.”
Before Richard could reply, the Churchman fled.
Louis Glenallen vanished into the streets, undoubtedly returning to his safe haven of St. James Cathedral. The white stone twin
towers of the Church’s Seattle bastion would not hold the answers
the knight sought. They would have to come from elsewhere.
Richard began removing his shoes and socks.
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He knew where to begin looking.
Finally with no one around, Richard placed his naked feet into
the Waterfall Garden pool and closed his eyes. He shivered involuntarily, the icy water stabbing him like hundreds of needles. It was
always difficult in the colder months. As the eddying cold numbed
his toes, the knight focused on the water—its feel, its fluidity, and
its ability to transform all things. It was the molecule of life and
change, and it reveled in its freedom to roam. Richard joined with
it, the water cool on his soul. For a moment he was released from
his guilt, his inner turmoil, his inadequacy, and Richard realized
sadly that he had always felt this free twelve years earlier.
Traveling with the water, the pounding of the waterfall ceased.
The world darkened.
He concentrated on Arondight—not to call forth the fabled
sword, but to be drawn to it.
The disorientation ended suddenly with birdsong, the sweet
scent of growing grass, and the warmth of the sun on his face.
Richard opened his eyes to Annwn.
The decadence of Seattle and its claustrophobic buildings disappeared, replaced by a small isle in the middle of an expansive
lake bordered by verdant green hills. In the distance, the jagged
peaks of the Snowdon loomed. Richard sat in an emerald carpet,
the grass and clover tickling his exposed feet, a dream made real.
Rhododendrons, lilacs, pennyroyal, and other bushes grew wild
and free amidst moss-covered rocks. The sweet smell of virgin
nature coupled with air not of the sea intoxicated the knight, and
he looked out over the day in silent thanks, the rippling water of
the lake glimmering like sapphires under the sun.
The memory of autumn fading, Richard sat up and glanced
around.
At the apex of the isle the remnants of a fortress rose against
the sky, its stone crumbling from age and neglect. Much of the
inner courtyard and keep had long since fallen into itself, leaving
the walls and towers to stand alone. Richard knew not who had
built the castle, but it had existed for centuries. Along the circumference of the shore a barricade of crooked briars grew, the vines
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thick like tree trunks. Thorns as large as axe heads protruded from
them, deadly and sharp, glistening with a greenish venom he was
told would kill on contact. If anyone could pass the Aughisky—the
loch fey beast warding the isle—the wall would end any access.
The only other prominent feature of the island grew near the
knight—an oak tree as large as the castle with leaves as golden as
the dawn.
Richard gained his feet and walked up the hill.
The oak ruled the whole of the isle like a lord. It was ancient
and knotted with branches reaching in all directions, the trunk
massive and its roots buried deep. Finches and other birds darted
among the foliage and ferns beneath, singing their song to the day,
while insects lazily drifted on the air.
Despite knowing the tree was as deadly as the wall of thorns,
Richard wanted nothing more than to lie down in its serene shadows and sleep forever.
Circling the tree, seven bluestone blocks erupted from the
earth like rib bones, each chiseled with druidic symbols. On the
one closest him, Arondight glittered, the sword resting point-down
on the diagonal face, its runes winking at Richard as if in greeting.
The other blocks also bore weapons as unique as the one Merle
had given Richard at his knighthood—a battleaxe, war hammer,
heavy gauntlets, dagger, spear, and diamond-shaped mace.
The earth beneath his bare feet thrummed with power as he
neared the great tree. At his approach, the roots and branches
tensed, ready to protect the relics on the rune-written blocks.
“Achlesydd,” Richard soothed, calling the tree by name.
The oak relaxed, recognizing him as a Knight of the Yn Saith.
“What’s on your mind, Rick?”
Richard turned. A sandy-haired man with finely chiseled
cheekbones and an average build stood nearby, his feet as bare as
Richard’s own, his blue eyes inquisitive. He wore denim jeans and a
coat that offered protection from elements not present in Annwn.
“Alastair,” Richard greeted. “It’s been many months. You look
well.”
A smile brought life to Alastair Finley. “Life is good. Quiet.
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The family grows and I’ve gotten quite a lot of research done the
last few months. How are you?”
“I am here,” Richard said simply. “The family is well then?”
“Yeah, all is good,” Alastair replied, looking away. “The kids
grow like weeds. Mark actually likes school and Maddy is able to
stand now.”
The knight of the Betws-y-coed fairy glen in Wales lived a
peaceful life with wife and children, his portal one of the oldest and relatively inactive due to its odd entrance placement in
Annwn. He was a good man, fair in all things. In another lifetime
the two knights would likely have been close friends, their scholarly background a common bond. But Alastair enjoyed a life the
other knights chose not to embrace and one Richard had lost, leaving an unbridgeable gulf between them.
A ghostly shimmer formed a few feet away, solidifying into a
short, heavyset Italian man who hugged his barrel chest closely as
if trying to stay warm.
“Damnable snow and ice,” he bellowed. “I hate Chicago in the
fall and winter.”
“Sal, you hate everything,” Alastair said.
“You’re tellin’ me,” Sal grumbled. “What the hell did I have to
traipse outside in this weather for?”
The other two men ignored Sal.
Soon other forms coalesced in the afternoon sunshine. In all,
six men and one woman stood on the isle near the grandiose oak—
the summoning bringing them from diverse countries, different
cultures, and unique backgrounds.
They were the Knights of the Yn Saith.
“Thank you all for coming,” Richard said. “I know during this
time of year it is a test of will to answer a calling.”
“We know you would not do so if it were not necessary, Richard,” James St. Albans said, his British accent thick. “No need to
apologize.”
“I find this meeting a little odd. The Paris portal has been quiet,”
Arnaud Lovel said. Fat pushed at the boundaries of the Parisian’s
clothing. “I’ve not had reason to leave my home in many months.”
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“That’s apparent,” Sal grunted.
Arnaud ignored the insult. Richard shared all the details of the
previous night—the cait sith’s entry, the escape of the fairies, the
cu sith and its attack on Bran, the visit by Archbishop Glenallen,
and how Rome was aware of everything that had transpired.
“The cait sith mentioned the fairies being the end of the Word,”
Richard finished.
“A Pope can die,” Danica Roderick said, her sleek blonde hair
almost white in the sunlight. “But it does not end the Word. Or
the Church.”
“It would have to be something else,” Richard agreed.
“Whatever it is, it isn’t affecting the rest of us,” James said, his
long-fingered hand stroking his short goatee. “Like Arnaud said.
The gateway in London has been peaceful for at least a year.”
“The same in Vienna, Danica? Rome, Ennio? Sal?”
Everyone nodded agreement.
Richard frowned. Ever since his knighthood, creatures of varying sizes, shapes, intellects, and purposes had come through, an
unbroken stream of dissent. It seemed he was the only knight having to deal with it.
“The calm before the storm,” Richard murmured. “Testing me.”
“Huh?” Sal asked.
“Lulling us into false security.”
“Smokin’ something, more the like, Rick,” Sal grunted.
“It is our role to keep this world safe, Sal,” Richard growled,
suddenly angry. “It requires looking at all possibilities. Or perhaps
you aren’t capable of doing that, eh?”
“Look,” the Chicago knight snapped. “If you had stopped the
cu sith from coming through in the first place, none of this would
be happening!”
“Sal!” Danica shouted.
“No. He’s right,” Richard said. “I am the weak link among us,
no matter if I like it or agree with it.”
“That’s right,” Sal rumbled.
The other knights glared at Sal. He stared back unperturbed.
“If the Lord of Annwn moves against one of the portals, it
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makes sense for it to be against the weakest link,” James said. “No
offense, Richard.”
“Not only that,” Arnaud added. “But how does this boy figure in?”
“He was attacked. That much is clear,” James said. “The question is who in Annwn wants him dead? Wants Richard possibly
dead? And why?”
“Without the Heliwr, finding answers is difficult,” Danica
noted.
“Only one of us may know more,” Alistair said, glancing at
Ennio Rossi, the youngest of the knights.
“Well, pup? Got anything to add?” Sal asked.
“You’ve been quiet, Ennio,” Danica prodded.
Tall and handsome, Ennio shrank inwardly like a mouse confronted by cats.
“I know you have friends in the Vatican, Ennio,” Richard
assured. “And I am sure even a few are good people. But Church
leaders are like all in established hierarchies—they look for advantage and use it to gain more power. At our expense. You will not be
betraying anyone by sharing what you know.”
“The Church has taken a keen interest in what happened,”
Ennio said finally. The other knights nodded encouragement. “I
know the Vigilo is aware of what took place in Seattle. The Cardinal Seer said as much when he warned me to watch the gateway
with extra attention.”
“The Cardinal Seer,” Sal said. “If he knows, then the Cardinal
Vicar knows . . . possibly even the Pope. O’Connor and the Seer
are as thick as thieves.”
“The Vicar is a fair man,” Ennio blurted.
“No, Ennio,” Alastair said. “The Cardinal Vicar sees the position of Pontiff near his grasp and seeks any advantage to gain it. If
he knows more about what is going on, he’s going to play the cards
the best way to ensure he benefits from it. Have no doubt about
that. It is important for us to know what he knows to better gauge
our response.”
Ennio was quiet, unmoved.
“Come on!” Sal insisted “We don’t have all day.”
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“The Cardinal Vicar knows,” Ennio said simply.
“Go on,” Richard pressed.
“Cardinal O’Conner entered the catacombs early yesterday
morning,” Ennio added. “He spoke with the Cardinal Seer.”
“That is interesting,” James murmured. “A man who oversees
the entire diocese of Rome with very little time making the time
to walk amidst the dank caverns and bone-ridden catacombs of
antiquity. Must have been quite a reason for him to do that.”
“He rarely visits the portal or the Seer,” Ennio conceded.
“He needed the Seer’s guidance,” Arnaud offered.
“Well?” Sal growled at Ennio.
“The Seer was greatly tired when I visited,” Ennio replied,
clearly annoyed by the burly Chicago knight. “Donato napped for
some time, but when he awoke he shared what transpired. The
Vicar made him use the mirror.”
“He wanted to spy on something specific in Annwn then,”
Richard said.
“They looked at Caer Llion as well as the woods around it.”
“The Vicar’s spooked,” Sal said. “Must think Philip is up to
something.”
“And since our portals haven’t been attacked, this must be tied
to Richard and the boy,” Alastair pointed out. “I agree the attack
from Annwn cannot be happenstance. The interest of the Vicar
might not be either.”
“The boy is the key to the puzzle,” James said.
“He is,” Danica agreed.
“The Church knows of him. Glenallen confessed as much,”
Richard said. “Since they spied on me, it is probable the Vigilo
knows Merle has a new apprentice. The boy is in danger. Simply
because Merle can avoid capture by the Church doesn’t mean the
boy can do it as well.”
“Richard, do you know who this kid is?” Sal asked. “Why has
Merle taken him in?”
“You know Merle,” Richard said. “Could be anything.”
“Could he be near to knighting a new Heliwr?” Danica questioned. “Or perhaps he has seen one of our deaths and found a
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replacement? Anything is possible with his extended sight.”
“It has been more than ten years since the Heliwr strode the
world,” James said. “Could Merle be championing another, Richard?
I think we all agree it is more than time.”
“If he does act to fill the role of the Unfettered Knight, he does
it without my counsel.”
“You should ask him, Rick,” Alastair said.
“You know him as well as I do,” Richard said. “He acts when it
suits him.”
“I can tell you one thing I’ve learned in all of my studies,” James
said, pushing his glasses up his nose. “It would be to our benefit
that the next Heliwr share our values and not be controlled by the
Vatican. Decades ago one such Heliwr walked the world, and he
enacted all sorts of mischief for the Church. Assassinations. Political pressure. Theft of important secret information from many
countries. In our current political climate, a Heliwr controlled by
the Church could destabilize the Middle East further. Imagine, an
assassin removing Islamic leaders with the ease of magic. It would
be another crusade. It would ultimately lead the world to all-out
war, more than likely.”
“One of us should send the Vicar to his crypt,” Sal muttered.
“He will be exposed for his greed if he is indeed attempting to
gain control of the Heliwr, Sal,” Arnaud said. “Instead, we need to
focus on this boy.”
“Bran is just a kid,” Richard answered. “Merle is unpredictable
though. He might have found a new Heliwr.”
“Undoubtedly the old codger has wheels within wheels turning,” Sal rumbled. “He always has.”
“Ennio,” Richard said. “We know not what is going on here.
Keep aware. St. Peter’s is the heart of Catholic tenure and although
a Pope’s death would not be damaging to the world, perhaps those
in Annwn have a plan that we simply cannot see yet.”
The Rome knight nodded but said nothing.
“If the rest of you come up with any other ideas or solutions,
we’ll reconvene here,” Richard continued, hands in pockets. “Be
strong. Thanks for coming.”
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The other knights began to fade from the sunshine.
Richard sighed, the answers he had sought still beyond his
reach. He breathed in the peace of the beautiful Annwn day, hoping it would settle the disquiet growing at his center.
When he returned to Seattle, he felt no different.
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he night dark and dank about him, his dreams filled with
the darkest creatures of the subconscious, Richard sensed
movement of foreign air and erupted from troubled sleep
to grab the wrist of his transgressor.
“Let go of me, jerkoff!” a voice yelped.
Richard did not hesitate. Thick blankets thrown off, he gained
his feet like a cat and slammed his assailant against the building of
the alley before realizing he recognized the voice.
It was the boy.
Bran pinned and of no threat, Richard swept the darkness.
Moonlight glimmered like frost beyond the alley where he made
his makeshift bed, but it failed to illuminate beyond a rough outline. No sound penetrated the gloom; it was the middle of the
night and the city slumbered. Memories of the previous night still
thick, Richard penetrated the shadows where danger could lurk,
not taking anything for granted.
It took only a moment. No other entity existed in the alley.
The boy was alone.
Richard shook Bran. “What are you doing here?!” he seethed.
Bran ignored the vehemence and stared back with cold eyes.
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“Merle . . .”
“Merle what, whelp?”
“Merle sent me to find you,” Bran said, pain at the edge of his
words.
His adrenaline flowing away, Richard let the boy go. Bran slid
down the wall but quickly straightened, adjusting his coat and
regaining his composure.
“I told you not to go out at night,” Richard admonished. Bran
just stared back with a mixture of awe and distrust. When the boy
didn’t answer, Richard grabbed the front of his coat anew. “Why
does Merle want to see me?”
“I want to know what happened the other night.”
“What does Merle want?” the knight repeated, ignoring the
request.
“Look, I’m not an idiot,” Bran said. “I’ve been around. Been taking care of myself a long time. Never have I seen creatures like we
saw the other night. Never have I seen a man with a flaming sword
running around a city like it was the damn medieval ages.”
“You should go to a Renaissance fair then,” Richard said.
“I’m serious. Who are you?”
“You obviously didn’t heed my advice and leave Old World
Tales.”
“I talked to Merle, yes,” Bran admitted. “He convinced me to
stay, although he didn’t share much. He is more full of shit than
that crazy Tee Goodkind down by the wharf. You know, the guy
who believes he isn’t homele—”
“I warned you,” Richard interrupted angrily. “Get away from
that old man as quickly as you can. You have no idea how he will
twist your life. Now leave me to bed. I no longer care what he
wishes of me—or you for that matter.”
“Elizabeth,” Bran said simply.
Richard hoped he’d heard wrong but knew he hadn’t.
“What did you say?” he hissed.
“He told me to just say the name Elizabeth,” Bran stammered.
“Said . . . said you would come, if I said that name.”
Anger flooded him. Richard tightened his grip on the coat and
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pushed him into the brick wall. It was all he could to do not beat
sense into the boy.
“What kind of games are you playing? Who the hell do you
think you are?!” he raged.
Unfamiliar fear crept into Bran’s eyes. Realizing what he did,
Richard flung Bran aside and to the wet ground like a rag doll.
“I know,” he said. “You are only the messenger. This is a discussion best had with its owner.”
Before the boy could reply, Richard was already striding out
of the alley. It took him less than a minute to cover the dead two
blocks to Old World Tales. No one was about; no cars sped on the
Viaduct above or on the streets of the Bricks. It was a silent world
devoid of life. But when he turned the last corner, the lights of the
bookstore blazed like fiery windows into hell.
Richard did not deviate. He burst through the front door with
burning conviction.
The bookstore owner sat calmly in one of his plush chairs,
legs crossed, his pipe smoking into the air above him. He eyed the
knight with cool discernment. Over his shoulder, Arrow Jack sat
perched and awake, the beady eyes of the merlin like a knife stabbing the knight.
“I am going to ask you this one time,” Richard snarled, pointing
a finger at the old man like a sword. “Why the hell did you send
for me!?”
“Annwn is on the rise,” Merle stated.
The old man’s serene manner only fueled Richard’s anger.
“What the fuck does that have to do with Elizabeth!?” he roared.
“Everything. Or maybe nothing.”
“Riddles,” he spat. He turned to leave and in his fury, almost
bowled Bran over. The boy didn’t move.
“Get out of my way,” Richard snapped venomously.
“Bran, you have played chess, yes?” Merle questioned.
“I used to play when I was a kid, yeah,” Bran said, looking
uncertainly at the knight but still not getting out of his way. “My
father taught me when I was about six.”
“Explain to Richard what happens at the start of a game.”
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Richard had had enough. “Merle, don’t sit there an—”
“Tell him, Bran,” Merle cut in.
“Uhh, usually the pawns are moved forward.”
“Precisely,” the bookseller said. “Why?”
“They begin the game to allow other pieces into play.”
“A player moves a pawn; his foe counters with a move of his
own,” Merle said, eyeing Richard. “The same is true in Annwn and
this world. Pawns are moving, pieces being pushed into place with
victory as the goal. All I know is those pawns must be countered.
No matter what you may think, Richard, I do not entirely see the
forces that move to imbalance the world, only a suggestion of
them in the air, on the earth, and at the edge of my awareness.” He
paused. “That suggestion moved me to have Bran find you tonight
and bring you here.”
“You still have not answered my question,” the knight said.
“I will get to it,” Merle said. “First, I must discover how much
Bran has learned during his reading this past month.”
“I knew it,” Richard scowled. “There is no reason to include him
in this.”
“There is,” the old man disagreed.
“I am right here, ya know,” Bran said, although Richard detected
a bit of fear in the boy’s voice. “I can make my own choices. And
if this has anything to do with what happened the other night and
I can learn just what the hell went down out there in the Bricks, I
want to know.”
“Very perceptive of you, Bran,” Merle said. “We certainly mean
you no harm.”
“If you believe that, boy, then you are not as bright as I thought
you,” Richard said.
“Hush, Richard,” Merle said, eyes flashing. “Now.”
“I will not!” the knight raged.
“Look, I don’t know who you think you are,” Bran said to Richard. “But I have a right to know why that enormous dog thing
came after me.”
“You are in no position to know what is best for you in this.”
“I will be the judge of that.”
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“Fine,” Richard said, angry. “When it bites you in the ass, don’t
say I didn’t warn you.”
“I meant what I said, Bran,” the bookseller asserted once more.
“We mean you no harm. But you must hear what I have to say, now,
before it is too late.”
“Has this to do with the other night?” Bran asked.
Merle nodded. “I asked you to read about pre-civilized Britain.
Have you done so?”
“I’ve read a bit. A lot since the other night, in fact.”
“Then you know it was ruled by Celtic tribes before Rome
added them to its Empire.”
“Right,” Bran said. “Julius Caesar conquered lower England.”
“This is a mistake, Merle,” Richard interrupted.
“Richard!” Merle growled.
The knight grew quiet. He hoped once Bran had heard what
the old bookseller had to say, it would scare him sufficiently to
ignore whatever request Merle had up his sleeve.
Then he would find out why Merle had brought up Elizabeth.
“Julius Caesar. Just so,” Merle resumed. “And what religion did
he encounter there?”
“The Celts were pagans, I think,” Bran answered. “Believed in
many gods and goddesses. Kind of like Rome.”
“Very true,” Merle said. “Christianity eventually grew in Rome
and spread through the empire. When that happened, the religion
the Celts practiced all but disappeared overnight.”
“How does this tie in with what happened to me?”
“What you experienced the other night was real,” Merle
answered. “Celtic machinations with you at their heart. You were
attacked by fey creatures this world has not known, at least in a
real way, for millennia.”
“That can’t be true,” Bran said. “It’s folklore.”
“Indeed,” Richard said, not sure if he wanted to laugh at or
chastise the boy. “Didn’t believe your own eyes, eh?”
“All folklore has a basis of truth,” Merle said, looking at Bran
with an earnestness the knight knew to be all too dangerous.
“The gods and goddesses Julius Caesar encountered and fought
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existed—and still exist. He went there looking for riches and
resources to expand the empire. In his first effort, he encountered
far more than he bargained for. The Celts, with the fey Tuatha
de Dannan, repelled the Roman general. The next summer he
brought several battalions of his heartiest fighters, and that was
the beginning of the end for the Celts and their religion.”
“But you say their gods, these fey, still exist?” Bran questioned.
“They disappeared,” Richard said.
“Not exactly,” Merle corrected. “They retreated from Roman
Christian advance over the next three centuries, withdrawing
deeper and deeper into the wilds of what would become Wales,
Ireland, and Scotland—and, when they had nowhere left to run,
from this world entirely.”
“This is all pretty hard to believe, guys,” Bran said shaking his
head. “First I was attacked by a fey creature. And now you are
telling me that there is a place outside this world where they exist
still? Like, really exist? I’ve seen some crazy people on the streets,
Merle, but right now you are officially the craziest, and you don’t
even live there.”
“Is what I tell you so hard to believe?” Merle asked. “What’s
important is that you were attacked. That was real enough. It was
also for a reason, one we must discover.”
“How can you know it was for a reason?” Bran asked. “I’m no
one.”
“Someone does not believe that, Bran.”
“Who?”
“If you’ve done enough reading, you’ll know magic heavily
influenced the ancients. This world has relegated magic to unreal
blasphemy, a novelty for sleight-of-hand magicians and Hollywood. As Julius Caesar and those after him discovered, magic
does exist, albeit lesser now with the turn of technology, and it
existed when the Celts ruled the breadth of the Isles. Part of their
power relied on artifacts imbued with abilities—weapons, mirrors,
brushes . . . you get the idea. One of these, a mirror or something
like it, with extraordinary power, is owned by someone or something in Annwn—and that entity wants you dead.”
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“Annwn?” Bran said incredulously. “Annwn is the Celtic name
for Avalon.”
“You are more well-read than I had anticipated,” Merle said.
“So Avalon? The Avalon?” Bran asked. “The place King Arthur
was taken to recover from his wounds after battling Mordred?”
“The same,” Merle said. “It’s where most of the fey traveled to
flee persecution.”
“Bullshit,” Bran said. The boy peered closer at Merle. “Who are
you, really? You’re obviously not a bookstore owner.”
“No games,” Richard broke in. “Just tell him.”
“Actually, I am a bookstore owner,” Merle said. “My birth name
is Myrddin Emrys. I was born on the shores of northern Wales
and have since been counselor and guide to those who would
listen.” He paused. “Some have called me Mithranlyn, Maerlyn,
and He Who Cannot Die. You’d know me better as Merlin of the
Lake, I’d wager.”
Bran looked from Merle to Richard and back again. “You actually believe this.”
“Believe it, boy,” Richard said. “And as I said, I warned you.”
“It would make you centuries and centuries old!”
“Fifteen of them, to be exact,” Merle said, a sad smile on his
bearded face. “Long years.”
“Not possible,” Bran murmured.
“Oh, it’s possible. I’ve had to live it,” Merle countered, drawing
on his pipe and emitting a volley of smoke. “Don’t ever let anyone
tell you immortality is a good thing. It is a fate I wish on no other.”
“How did it . . . ?”
“Happen?” Richard finished. “You must not have gotten far in
that reading.”
“Richard, please. You are acting like Sal,” Merle reprimanded.
“My father was an incubus who seduced my mother, a human. A
unique parentage, to be sure. I live a past I have witnessed and
studied for centuries, but through baptism at my birth I was saved
from the evils of my demon blood. I happen to see certain aspects
of the future. It also has made me extremely long-lived.”
“A demon?” Bran asked.
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“Yes, a real demon,” Merle said seriously.
“And you help guide the world?”
“I try. Others say I meddle,” Merle said, eyeing Richard.
“Everyone has their opinion.”
“And you do magic?”
“Once I did, but no more. It has become too . . . costly . . . to
do so.”
“So there is no way for you to prove it then,” Bran said, shaking
his head. He looked at the knight. “What does Richard have to do
with this?”
“Call Arondight,” Merle directed the knight.
Richard sighed but was happy to prove to Bran the reality in
which the boy found himself. He put his right hand out with palm
toward the floor, closed his eyes for a moment, and took a deep
breath. He made his call. Without a word or a sound, the sword
made of gleaming steal and silver etched with marvelous runes
appeared in his hand, its point resting on the floor. The runes
glowed azure with inner flames. Bran stared at him in disbelief.
The knight gripped the blade and stared hard at the boy, twisting
the sword so Bran could see the beautifully crafted weapon clearly.
“How did you . . . ?” Bran asked, bewildered.
“This is Richard McAllister,” Merle began. “The sword he
holds is Arondight, the weapon Lancelot of Camelot wielded once
upon a time and which has been passed to worthy men through
the ages. Richard is one of seven knights who protect the portals
between this world and Annwn. It is his role to keep this world safe
from the other and vice versa.”
“The other night, when I was attacked, I saw a burst of blue
fire,” Bran said, looking at Richard. “It came from you then?”
“From Arondight,” Richard corrected.
The sword disappeared like smoke.
“It comes and goes that easily?” Bran questioned.
“The knights have been given certain attributes to carry out
their duty,” Merle said. “Richard can call Arondight at will, as well
as enact a few other forms of magic.”
“And the dog that tried to kill me? It came through a portal?”
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Merle nodded. “One such portal gave those Celtic gods and
goddesses—along with many of their followers—the chance to
flee Rome’s new Christian rule. The Celtic mythology didn’t disappear. It merely moved. The cu sith and the fairies that controlled
it are part of that world—and they were after you. At the peril
of those around you, they will continue trying to kill you unless
you find out why.”
“How can you know that?” Bran asked. “Do you have one of
these mirrors or whatever?”
“Fairies are tricky things,” Richard muttered, seeing an opportunity. “They have no allegiance. But I am convinced they were
after you. That is why you should flee this bookstore, the city, and
maybe the country, right now. Having failed it is certain they will
try again.”
“You say certain.” Bran turned to Merle. “What do you think?”
“I think you are important in what is to come,” the old man
said. “It is that reason for the attempt on your life. And no matter
how Richard desires to save you from some imagined fate, I agree
it will happen again.”
“Why am I important?” Bran asked, frowning.
“I see much,” Merle said. “It is but a promise of a shadow, but I
sense it about you.”
“Wait,” Richard said. “Who is the boy to you, Merle? I have
no doubt you are playing games, as usual, but what makes him
special that Annwn would attempt to kill him? That you would
recruit him?”
Merle chewed on his pipe stem, thinking.
“Well?” the knight pressed. “Who is he?”
“He is Bran Ardall,” Merle said simply.
Richard couldn’t believe what Merle had just said.
“What are you playing at?” the knight hissed.
Merle never took his blue eyes from Bran. “To protect yourself,
you will have to do what is necessary. It will not be easy.”
“You think they will come again?”
“Eventually, yes. It is unavoidable,” Merle responded. “Tonight.
Tomorrow. A year from now. Every once in a while, one of them
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gets past the knights. When that happens, you won’t have Richard
to protect you again, I’d wager. Might not happen tomorrow or
the next day, but it will happen.”
Arrow Jack screeched loudly. Merle hushed the bird.
Richard watched the boy. Bran was scared. He had been
attacked without provocation. He had seen two different fey
creatures that ought not to exist. If he believed the owner of Old
World Tales to be the Merlin of story and fable, sorcerer, advisor
to King Arthur, and immortal, Richard knew Bran was more than
likely considering checking himself into an asylum.
Richard had been in the same place many years past.
And when Bran discovered who his father was, he would balk
completely.
“Time is short,” Merle advised. “Others will want to find you—
that much I’ve also seen. You must come with us. Now.”
“I’m not going anywhere,” Richard asserted.
“You are,” the old man said. “To Annwn. To protect young
Ardall.”
“You tamped the wrong leaf into that pipe, I think,” Richard
said. “I am not the Heliwr.”
“To return to my chess metaphor, Annwn is moving its pieces
into position for an event that is sending ripples through time,”
Merle said. “Even now, I feel it. It must be countered or both worlds
will die. Of that there is no doubt.”
“More doom and gloom, eh?” Richard grunted.
“I have never been wrong,” Merle said. “To prevent what
comes, I have seen that both of you must travel into Annwn and
end what will assuredly come.”
“And if I don’t go?” Bran asked.
“You will be dead within the month, I think,” Merle said. “I see
many possibilities, but that one remains constant in the multiple
alternate paths. The Lord of Annwn is tenacious.”
“You now think Plantagenet attacked the boy?” Richard questioned. “You are sure?”
“It fits,” Merle said. “I am not wholly certain—that should
make you happy, Richard—but there is some aspect of it that is . . .
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unclear and yet swirls about him. I sense Plantagenet in this, but
also not.”
“Real helpful, as usual,” Richard said.
“And easy for you to say when I have no idea of knowing if it is
true or not,” Bran said, his features darkening in uncertainty.
“I’ve seen greater men die for less, Bran Ardall,” Merle said.
“Your father was one,” Richard said, seeing another opening.
Bran frowned. Merle gave Richard a dark look.
“You knew my father?” the boy pressed.
“I did,” Richard said. “For several years. A good man.”
“You as well, Merle?”
The bookseller took a deep breath. “I did. He was as Richard
described—a good man. A better knight.”
“He was a knight?” Bran asked. “Like Richard?”
“Yes and no,” Merle answered. “Charles Ardall was unique.
Needed. The role he fulfilled for the world was as important as the
one Richard carries, but was different.”
“You recruited him?”
“I did,” Merle said. “Like Richard. Like Sal. Like the others.”
Bran stood like a statue, looking at the chess game on the table
but not seeing it. No sound filled the room. On one side, Richard waited, hoping the boy had figured out he was just one more
pawn in a very old game; on the other side sat Merle, continuing
to smoke his pipe, patience written in the very wrinkles of his face.
The knight and the old man locked eyes for a moment, both aware
of the conflict between them, before Merle returned his gaze to
Bran and puffed another plume into the air.
“If you knew him, what would he have done in this situation?”
“You can’t be thinking about doing this, boy,” Richard said.
“Charles was in this same situation,” Merle said without hesitation. “He chose to do what is right. Two worlds are on the brink of
war. If this world discovers Annwn, war destroys both.”
Turmoil seeped from Bran. Richard knew the boy had likely
read enough Celtic mythology to know there were beings and
creatures that could easily destroy him if they got through one of
the portals. It was not a difficult risk calculation. The knight also
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knew Bran to be a tough kid, unable to back down from a fight.
Richard cursed Merle for how he had played this game.
Bran turned to the wizard. “You knew all of this when you
spoke to me that first time out front, didn’t you? Knew me and
what you wanted of me?”
“I did, to a point,” the bookseller admitted.
“And if I do nothing, fairy creatures will kill me?”
“They will.”
“Why me?”
“That I do not fully know,” Merle said. “It could be retribution
for a past recrimination against your father. It could have to do
with your working with me. I do know this: It will take a combined
effort by you and Richard to discover what is going on and to put
an end to it.”
“And I am to leave all that I know?” Bran thought out loud.
“No. It will be here for you afterward,” Merle said.
“It feels like I don’t have a choice.”
“You always have a choice,” the wizard said. “Choice governs
the entire universe, and choice will see it to its end.”
“Bran, think it through,” Richard argued, trying to hide his
anger. “Do not trust this man. Not ever. Myrddin Emrys never
tells anyone the whole truth. He knows more than he lets on and
it can have dire consequences. He has ruined numerous lives in his
pursuit to control the events of this world. I am one of them. You
should not do this.”
Long moments passed.
“And what is it I am to do?” Bran asked. “Confront this lord?”
“I have known this day would come for a long time, Bran,” Merle
said. “The Lord of Annwn craves more than is his right. He must
be stopped. He has some design on this world and I do not know
what it is. I do know this—you leaving this bookstore with us is the
only way to protect the races of two worlds. It’s the only way to—”
“It is the only way for me to be safe,” Bran finished.
Merle nodded.
“Do we go to kill him then? Is that your intent?”
Merle looked to Richard. The knight was impassive like stone.
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“I see,” Bran answered for them. “You ask me to be a murderer.”
“If you do not go, Richard will fail,” Merle countered. “And you
will die here. Of that, I have seen all too clearly.”
“Dying—that is the lack of choice I am talking about.”
“I am not going,” Richard said flatly. “That ends it.”
“You have already chosen to, Richard,” Merle said.
“The hell I have!”
“Elizabeth would want you to go,” the old man said. “And trust
me. You want to go as well. I have seen her death tied to these
events; I have seen her death marking the beginning of a course in
the world that will lead to answers for you. It is the reason I ask that
you go and not one of the others.”
“I don’t believe you.”
“It is what it is, Richard,” Merle said, certainty in his eyes. “And
all I know is, I am afraid. She is a puzzle piece in this. I wish I was
wrong and could say differently. I know the pain you carry better
than you realize. I think by going you will understand it better—
what transpired between you and Elizabeth, and possibly even find
a bit of solace.” He paused. “And you must leave this night, to make
the difference two worlds need.”
Bran looked to Richard. The knight stared back hard. He felt
trapped once more. Years earlier the old wizard had convinced
him to join the Yn Saith as a graduate student. It had led to a
life of darkness, sorrow, and regret. The anger from Merle bringing up the death of Elizabeth had evolved to unsettled curiosity,
though—as Merle undoubtedly knew it would—and the knight
could not quell the swell of it. Answers he had been at a loss for
years could be his. But that knowledge would come at a price, as it
always did with trusting Merle.
Duty to do what was right collided with his self-loathing and
hatred of the bookseller. There was only one choice the knight
could make though, and he was not happy about it.
Richard turned to Bran.
“When can you be ready to leave, boy?”
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he cold night enveloped Bran when he stepped from Old
World Tales.
He could still turn back. It would not be a hard
thing; he owed no one anything. Merle had a sense of urgency
Bran did not question, but there had to be another avenue he could
go by that did not involve entering Annwn. Life on the streets
was exceedingly real, and Bran had confronted his fear numerous
times there, but what he felt now bordered on insanity. Sadly, no
alternate option presented itself. The part of Bran that questioned
his decision wanted to retreat back to his warm bed and pull the
covers over his head.
It was a large step to believe Annwn existed.
A larger one to step into it.
Wearing a warm coat, Bran hiked his backpack higher on his
shoulder. He had to go, he realized. The opportunity to discover
who had tried to kill him and what had truly happened to his father
gripped him in a way he had never experienced. Questions longcarried would not be denied. They were embers blown into flame,
and each step he took down the street was one closer to answers.
Richard led Bran and Merle on a direct path, barely contained
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annoyance in every aspect of his bearing.
“Do I call you Merle or something else?” Bran asked.
“I have gone by Merle for so long, to call me anything else
would be wrong.”
Richard snorted. “Are you sure about the boy in all of this,
old man?”
“I am, Richard,” Merle replied. “You will see.”
“Like you saw with me?” the knight said darkly.
Merle ignored the rebuke; Richard continued on. Bran wondered about their dynamic. It was apparent the two shared a stressful history, one in which the knight blamed the wizard for a terrible
past event. Richard clearly did not trust Merle.
Should Bran? What had he gotten into?
After traversing two blocks, Richard brought them to a halt
across the street from the triangular park fronting the Underground Tour. The downtown skyscrapers above rose stark against
the half moon and star field, the city like a graveyard. It left him on
edge. He had no idea what to expect. Every shadow was capable
of hiding an attacker.
He had to be ready for anything.
“How did my father die? Really?” Bran asked Merle.
“In Ireland, as you already know, I believe,” the bookstore
owner answered. “Your father was killed by an explosion. Your
mother was lost at the same time. I never discovered who did it;
for some reason it has been hidden from my sight. Another will
acts against my own.”
Bran breathed in cold air, afraid to ask. “Did he die doing his
duty? Being this Heliwr?”
“He did,” the bookseller said with obvious regret.
“Merle,” Richard growled. “If I go, who protects the portal?”
“I have made arrangements,” Merle said. “It will be safe. I move
chess pieces into defensive positions as well as anyone.”
Richard looked away.
A different aspect bothered Bran. “How did you know I was—”
“Special?” Merle interrupted. “I’ve seen it before, Bran. It was
how you carried yourself. When you accept who you are, the
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world will open up for you in ways I can’t explain. You will have to
experience it for yourself.”
“Now you sound like a new-age pagan,” Bran said.
“I am who I am, Bran. No more, no less.”
“You can’t be thinking of making this boy the new Heliwr,” the
knight accused.
“Never has a knighthood passed from father to son, Richard,”
Merle said, eyes scanning the night. “You know this.”
Bran kept up with the other two men. They were walking
across the street, their footfalls echoing, the knight bringing up
the rear, when Merle jerked to a halt. He scanned the gloom, eyes
probing. Across the street, the park triangle opened up, its tall
totem pole a beacon of muted colorful paint. Nothing moved. It
was a dead world.
“What?” Bran whispered.
“Richard. Arondight,” Merle ordered.
The knight didn’t question. Concentration filled his face.
Seconds passed. Nothing happened.
Merle raised a questioning eyebrow.
A grimace tightening his face, Richard fought a pain Bran
could not see until the sword flared to sudden life in his hand,
the silver hilt and steel of the blade catching the moon’s glow and
accentuating it in the dark.
As if drawn by the weapon, a man wearing a sable coat and
matching uniform emerged from behind the pergola into the light
of the lamps, an ink stain given life. Coming to a stop at the street
curb, he waited as if he had expected their coming. Both hands
buried in pockets that bulged with suggestion, he gave Richard
a snide grin despite the knight and the azure flame of Arondight
moving protectively in front of Merle and Bran.
One eye in the middle-aged man’s chiseled face lay dead. The
other held fiery purpose.
“Finn Arne,” Merle hailed. “You are a long way from home.”
“Indeed,” the other replied in a worn German accent. “First
time to Seattle. But it appears you beat me here.”
“What do you want?” Merle asked icily.
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“I suspect you know,” Fine Arne said, looking at Bran. “You’ve
done half my work, it appears.”
“This young man has no business with you or your betters,
Captain.”
“Betters? Cute, wizard,” Finn Arne replied. “That’s not what I
hear. The boy has been requested to appear in Rome. He will be
coming with me.”
“No,” Richard growled. “He won’t.”
“Why Rome?” Bran asked, looking at the newcomer.
“Stay silent, young sir,” Merle whispered, gripping his shoulder.
“The Cardinal Vicar of the Diocese of Rome wishes to see you,
Bran Ardall,” Finn Arne said in a bored voice. “It has been ordained
by the Catholic Church.”
“I know you are under orders, Captain,” Merle intoned, stepping forward. “And I know you take those orders as gospel. As well
you should. In this situation, however, letting the young man pass
and carry out his future will protect the Church more surely than
a visit to Rome.”
“Hand the boy over, wizard,” Finn sneered. “Or we will take
him at consequence.”
“Try it, Arne,” Richard countered.
“You might believe you have authority here, McAllister, but
you’d be wrong,” the man snarled. “And from what I know, I doubt
you can maintain that sword long enough to put up much of a
fight anyway.”
“That’s what the last dead fey thought,” Richard threatened.
“This is your choice then, Myrddin Emrys?” Finn Arne asked.
“To make this difficult?”
“Life is difficult. No reason for it not to be so now,” Merle said,
pushing up coat sleeves to free his hands and forearms. “In this
matter, your Vigilo leaders are very wrong.”
“You posture fake power,” Finn Arne countered flatly. “Your
time is over.”
The wizard said nothing.
“Very well. I tried civility,” Finn Arne said, pulling two handguns and aiming at the knight. Other men wearing similar uniforms
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coalesced from alleys and behind corners on cue, all pointing
weapons at the three men. “The hard way then, Myrddin Emrys.”
“Looks that way,” Merle said.
The men closed ranks, silent and well practiced. The impulse
to flee swept over Bran. Adrenaline coursing through his veins, he
realized with certainty that he had nowhere to go. The soldiers
moved to corner them, a wide semi-circle tightening its trap.
Unlike the knight and wizard, Bran was helpless.
He wondered anew at his choice to enter Annwn.
“Lose the sword, McAllister,” Finn menaced. “Now.”
Richard brought Arondight up and cleaved the air with its
blade, blue fire erupting along its runes and lancing out in a broad
arc. Flames incinerated the air. The ring of magic swept up Finn
Arne and those close to him, sending them flying. The other soldiers did not wait. Even as their leader landed with a curse, the
dozen untouched fighters unleashed gunfire at Richard, the reports
shattering the night. Richard brought his fire up again, a wall of
protection; even as Bran ducked, the bullets never struck, turned
aside by Arondight.
“Run!” Richard roared
“Run, Bran!” Merle pushed.
As the knight maintained the impenetrable circle of fire, Bran
stumbled after Richard, half dragged by the bookseller as they
crossed the street toward the Pioneer Park triangle. The cacophony of gunfire echoed all around them, the smell of gunpowder
heavy and pungent on the chill air. Bran looked everywhere, hoping for the police. No one came. Finn Arne had regained his feet
and, while roaring commands, fired his handguns with deafening
accuracy as the bullets fought to reach untouchable marks.
Free of the trap set by Finn Arne, Merle peeled away from
Richard and pulled Bran with him behind the safety of the ancient
pergola, its iron and surrounding maple trees shielding them.
“Now listen to me, Bran,” Merle demanded. “When you and
Richard—”
“Do not move,” a thick Italian voice ordered from behind.
As the two men turned to confront their assailant, black feathers
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and talons landed upon the soldier’s face, screeching venom. It was
Arrow Jack. Like a tornado of hate, the merlin tore at the exposed
flesh of cheeks, forehead, and eyes, shredding all in bloody anguish.
The soldier dropped his guns and ran, arms flailing above his head,
while the bold bird winged away to find more prey.
“Now, when you two enter the portal—”
“Wait.” Panic seized Bran. “You aren’t coming into Annwn?!”
“I cannot,” Merle said, grasping Bran’s shoulders with steel.
“I am needed here. There are balances to be maintained, futures
to be watched from afar. You both will go, accompanied by my
Arrow Jack.”
“But I have questions—”
“No time,” Merle cut Bran short. “You will make your way. Stay
true and the path you take will be the right one. Listen to your
heart. Listen to Richard. He has gained much experience through
life’s trials.”
“I don’t think—”
“It is as I’ve foreseen,” Merle finished. “You will be strong like
your father.”
As Bran pulled away, confusion warring with the anger of
being deceived, gunfire erupted into the pergola. Bran quelled a
scream. Richard charged across the street, bellowing his rage at
the fighters, Arondight a flaming shield. The light of the sword
grew dimmer, though, as the warriors, under the direction of
Arne, struggled to tighten another noose. Richard fought to stay
between his two charges and their foes, but Bran could tell the
knight was growing tired.
He either did not have control of Arondight, or its power was
finite.
“This is your last chance to turn back, to ignore your destiny,
to make your father proud even in death,” Merle shouted at Bran.
“It is a choice you must make.”
Richard stood over them suddenly, a pillar of wild magic. He
knocked another burst of gunfire from the air and sent another arc
of fire at the soldiers, Arondight as fierce as its owner.
“All right,” Bran agreed.
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“We must go. Now!” Richard roared.
“Take this,” Merle shouted over the din. He shoved a tiny,
square wooden box at Bran, its top carved with a glimmering
Celtic knot. “Use it only when you feel you want protection.”
“What about you?” Bran screamed, shoving the box into a
jeans pocket.
“I’m not impotent,” Merle said and winked. “Now go!”
Richard did not wait. He hauled Bran across Yesler Way and
back over First Avenue. Merle stayed with them, also exposed to
the wrath of Finn Arne, their only safety behind the knight’s fiery
shield. When the three men came to a new alley opening, Merle
nodded at Bran before darting into the protected darkness. Bran
watched him go, worried for the old man but more worried about
his own predicament.
“The stairway down, at the corner,” Richard pointed out.
Arondight vanished then, the protective fire gone.
Darkness swallowed the street. Before the soldiers could take
advantage, Richard grabbed Bran, threw him into the alley, and
pressed him against the brick of the building. Bran hit the wall
hard. They were cut off from their destination as Finn Arne and
his men moved to capture them, the captain the only man Bran
could see.
“Damn it!” Richard exclaimed.
“McAllister!” Finn Arne yelled with eager mockery. “The old
man may have the ability to disappear. You do not. Give the lad up.
There is nowhere for you to go. Your wizard has left you, as has
the ability he knighted you with.”
“You do not command me,” Richard bellowed. “Or the boy.”
“No?” the captain said, leveling both handguns at the knight.
“Those who hold the weapons make the rules. Or didn’t you
know that?”
Bran huddled behind the knight. The alley was like pitch, the
shadowy outlines of dumpsters and a far-off van their only possible protection. They were pinned—certainly not able to gain the
stairs Richard had pointed at.
Then a quiver ran through the bricks at his back.
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“I don’t want to have to kill a knight!” Finn Arne shouted,
clearly frustrated.
“You won’t have to,” Richard snapped.
In a blur of massive movement that blocked out even the weak
starlight and made Bran flinch involuntarily, a creature as large as
an elevator dropped between the knight and the captain from the
rooftops above, thundering the street upon its landing. Screams of
fear and curses mixed with the strobe flashes of renewed gunfire.
Snarling with demonic ferocity, Finn Arne leveled his own gunfire
at the two-legged beast, its blunted face and thick body mere yards
away. Bran couldn’t believe what he saw. With lank oily hair falling
from a balding pate and around sharply pointed ears, the obsidian
hulk raged and, with one huge fist the size of a cinder block, struck
Finn Arne in the chest.
The captain flew across the street, as though a crushed gnat.
When he landed on the steel bench, his backbone and ribs snapped
sickeningly in the night—the strike a killing blow.
In response, the fighters advanced despite the lack of effect
their weapons had on the powerful beast. The massive protector
remained fixed in his spot, shielding his face and chest with his
arms, blocking the alley and its occupants from harm.
“I got this, Rick,” it rumbled. “Get your glow rod workin’ and
get outta here.”
“No, I won’t leave you to them, Kreche!” Richard shouted.
Dozens of bullets struck the muscled mass of Kreche with
deadened thwacks, each adding to its pain. Bran didn’t know what
creature the newcomer was or how it could withstand such an
assault, but he knew it was only a matter of time before it was
overwhelmed.
“Can’t do this forever,” Kreche grimaced.
The being’s need bolstered Richard somehow. Where a downtrodden and lost man had just stood, a righteous knight replaced
him once more.
Arondight exploded into existence.
“Go,” Kreche hissed.
On the heels of the knight, Bran stepped out of the alley, the
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fire of Arondight protecting them once more. Ten men bore down
on them, their weapons automatic ferocity. The soldiers were not
going to quit, even with their leader gone.
As he stepped clear, Bran saw the bleeding holes littering the
beast’s deeply muscled chest and arms. It breathed heavily, its
strong jaw clenched. Black ichor bled down a noseless flat face
where a bullet had grazed its brow between nub horns. Bran
didn’t know how the behemoth still stood, but he no longer took
it for granted.
“Thank you,” Bran said, gazing into its black beady eyes.
“Make it count, scion of Ardall,” it grunted. “Farewell.”
Richard sent his fire hurtling toward most of the men before
running from cover with Bran, trying to make it to the staircase.
Once again, Arondight held off their attackers. Bullets ricocheted
off of the brick buildings around them but could not hit their mark.
The knight kept them safe, at least for the moment.
Bran looked backward as they ran, and was taken aback.
In the yellow lamplight, Finn Arne had returned, barking orders
at those men still on their feet, as if nothing had happened to him.
Bran and Richard gained the stairway cut into the sidewalk,
inky blackness below, as the sound of closing police sirens chased
after them. His feet barely hitting the narrow stairs, Bran plunged
downward. Richard came after, Arondight lighting their way.
With Finn Arne screaming above, Richard slammed into the door
at the base of the staircase. It buckled under his weight and they
were through.
The world below embraced him with dank coolness.
“How did that captain survive that punch?!”
“He’s unique,” Richard answered hotly, moving through the
tunnel’s gloom as quickly as he could. “I’ll explain later.”
“What about that thing?”
“The Kreche can take care of himself,” the knight snorted.
“Nothing can withstand him, nothing in this world anyway. Those
Church soldiers will flee or die for it.”
The underground opened up to Bran, a world lost to another
age—broken stone and brick in dusty piles, ancient corroded steel
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beams, glass and old faded signs in the corners. The light bulbs
above dark, Arondight offered the only illumination. Disorienting
shadows flitted about them like elusive companions. Bran moved
among them through the passageways..
Arrow Jack shot past Bran, sending electricity coursing through
him. The bird flew ahead, having escaped the mayhem.
“Why would the Church want me?”
“Lapdogs of the Church,” Richard corrected. “Who knows
why they want anything.”
“You mean—”
“Yes,” Richard grated. “I don’t know. All I know is the Cardinal
Vicar wants you as badly as the Lord of Annwn apparently.”
“I don’t understand!”
“Well, I don’t get it either!” Richard thundered.
“Where is this portal?”
“We’ll find it sooner if you shut up,” Richard shot back.
They moved down the dead corridors, the walls close. Several
twists and corners later, they stood before a glassless window that
looked into what appeared to be an old bank. Richard left the corridor and moved into the shell of the building; the ancient vault
door hung off its hinges and dust coated everything. Trash from
the turn of the century filled all corners; ancient spider webs hung
from the beams, caked in grime. Richard ignored it all and moved
deeper into darkness.
The world Bran knew disappeared with every step.
In the middle of the concrete floor a hole opened, stairs leading into a depthless gaping maw waiting to swallow them. Holding
Arondight high like a torch, Richard made his way down carefully,
unperturbed by the rotten odors emanating from the hole. Into
what appeared to be a basement of Old Seattle, Bran followed, the
air a chill ghost on his skin.
They entered an empty square room made of jagged, worn red
brick, uncluttered by the refuse that had marked the floors above.
None of that mattered to him.
In the center of the wall in front of him, the bricks had fallen
away to reveal a hole in the earthy clay, shimmering with fog.
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Arondight could not penetrate its depths. Emerald ivy grew
around the opening, its vines pushing the brick free, nature
destroying what man had built. Bran had been expecting something more grandiose—more magical—a gate bearing carved
Celtic runes or a tunnel leading into the earth. The portal was
instead a swirling void.
Then a breeze as soft as goose down nudged his cheeks, filled
with the mingled smells of dewy grass, growing trees, and intoxicating flowers.
“How can this exist here?” Bran breathed, dumbfounded.
“A sorcerer named Tathal Ennis created it, meant to hide it
for his own personal gain. He was attempting to import items
from Annwn and sell them to the highest bidder in Europe. The
Church discovered the portal after Seattle’s Great Fire and hunted
him down, but with no luck. Once a portal is opened it cannot be
closed, and clever spells in the room above help keep people from
venturing here.”
Bran looked back to the portal. He didn’t know what to say.
“Don’t panic,” Richard ordered. “There is more for you to
know once we are on the other side. Keep moving forward once
you step in.”
“What’s it like?”
“You’ll see,” the knight said before murmuring. “So will I.”
Arrow Jack flew in ahead of the two men. Bran took a deep
breath.
As Merle had said, there was no turning back.
With Richard in the lead, Bran entered the portal.
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